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Technology Main Focus at Town Hall Meeting 
By JENNIFER CUMMINGS 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
Technology was 1he main 1opic of discus-
sion in a town hall meeting wilh Howard Uni-
versity Presideni H. Patrick Swygert Tuesday 
night. 
In his address 10 more 1han 200 students, 
facully, and staff in the School of Business 
Audi1orium, Swygert emphasized the impor-
tance of 1echnological expansion and 24-
hour opera1ion of the Undergraduate Library 
(UOL), ResNet, and ilab. 
''Three and a half years ago we began 
implementing the ResNet system and in very 
near future we \\~sh to haye voice and video 
wireless capabilities. Thal is our goal and 
1ha1 remains our goal," Swyger1 said. 
Swygert also announced the donaiion of 
nearly 4,000 compu1ers by the Oracle Cor-
poration 1hat will be placed in dormitories for 
Internet access. 
"In a few years when students come 10 
Howard, 1heir computers will be here wait-
ing for them," Swygert said. 
Accessibility to the UOL and the ilab were 
chief concerns of srudents. "We need to 
cx1cnd the hours in such a way that students 
can access computers whenever they need 
10,'' Swygert said referring to the ilab. A rask 
force will be assembled to figure ou1 how to 
secure, maimain and operate the ilab for 
many hours at a time, Swygert said. "We are 
currently waiting for a response from UGL's 
librarian after we asked to restore 24 hour 
access to the facility." 
Swygert spoke enthusias1ically about the 
University's growth. announcing that the 
Health Sciences Library will open in Decem-
ber and the Law School Library will open in 
the Spring. 
Following hi, address on the state of tech-
nology at the University, Swygert discussed 
students' concerns about registration, hous-
ing. the athletic program and growth of cam-
pus facilities. Freshmen students expressed 
concerns about the cleanliness oftbe Quad, 
Drew Hall and the Blackburn Cafeteria. Stu-
dents also expressed discontent with the 
quality of customer service from employees 
in the Administration Building and overall 
functions at the University. 
First year student. Precious Jackson 
expressed frustration and di$Uppointment. "I 
am speaking for many of my new classmates 
when I say tbai Howard is not meeting our 
standards. The friendliest people are on the 
janitorial staff, not the adminislrntion. Reg-
istrntion is ridiculous and we are paying hard 
earned money for dorms with r:i1s and roach-
es," Jackson said. 
Swygert quickly re,ponded by saying that 
the majority of students had not problem with 
registering and that the University would 
look into sanitary conditions. He then apol-
ogized for negative attitudes of some employ-
ees in the Administration building. 
Although many students felt that 1he pres-
ident was evasive in bis responses to ho1 top-
ics, Swygert discussed in detail the Univer-
sity's building projects including ideas for a 
I 0,000 seat arena, the- Blackburn Student 
center. and the need for a 1.000 ,pace park-
ing facility. 
Conversati ons between Swygert and 
Howard University Student Assembly Pres-
Pre.idt'Tll H. l'ulrick Swyi:ert 
ident, Sellano Simmons grew intense when 
Simmons reilcroted an ultimatum he gave 10 
the Board of Trustees last week. Simmon~ 
Please See TO\VN HALL. AZ 
"I ~ctively seek membership from Howard. Students have 
always played a key role in the revolution," Students Bemoan Lack Of 
24-Hour Campus Facilities MALIK SHABAZZ, New Black Panther Party 
The Panthers Rise Again 
P11o<o by Ju cllc Bellavance 
Atoog with ~upporting the fttdiuJ: and dotbin,g of the homeless. the Ne\, l\lnc.k 
Panther Party promote-ssclfimpro\ement and a hall to "de-;truclfonofthe black 
pouer lrJ"lt of \\'a~hinJ,tlOll, DC.'' \ bter<hl), the grou1l held o tmrn hall meetini to 
addrt~s cone-ems of gentrinration in the District. 
New Black Panther 
Party Makes Debut 
In the District 
By LAURF.'I B. ANOERSON 
City Editor 
· Malik Shabazz stands dressed in black from 
head lo toe. With a cell phone anached 10 one ear 
and a black beret ,!ouching to one side of his head, 
Shal>aa pa<scs out fly,r, 10 .• ~•owd of pas,,er,;-
hy. 
"AJl power 10 the people:• Shabazz shouts. 
For Shabazz, the salu1e has ju,1 as much poten-
cy a< i1 did when i1 wa< born more than three 
decades ago during the Black Power movement of 
lhe 60s. 
Shabazz is the National Minister of Justice for 
a group 1hat has re-emerged from the san1e era as 
1he "power to 1he people" salute: 17,e New Black 
Panther Party for Self Defense. Shabazz i~ the 
founder of 1be new District chapter which started 
only months ago. 
Along with supporting the feeding and clothing 
of 1hc homeless. the NBPP promotes self improve-
ment and a halt lo "destruction of the black power 
base of Washington. DC." Yesterday, 1he group 
held a town hall meeting 10 address concerns of 
gentrification in 1he District. 
As a Howard undergraduate and Law School 
graduate, Shabazz said one of 1he first places he 
approached was the Howard community. 
"I ac1ively seek membership from Howard.'' 
Shabau ,aid. noting that some students have 
already joined. "Students have always played a key 
role in the revolution." 
Shabazz said he grew up in DC and saw first 
hand the problems that should be addressed. 
"I live in DC," Shabazz said. "I know the prob• 
!ems we face here; police brutality, black on black 
violence." 
Shabazz said chapters of 1hc new party arc 
developing everyday, but there are already chap-
ters in New York, Alabama, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Maryland. Virginia, Georgia, 1exas, Illinois, 
Michigan and Wisconsin. 
Please See PANTHER, Bl I 
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Campus 
University researches 
continue Assault on 
AIDS through education. 
A2 
Sports 
Week 
The Bison take on 
the FAMU Rattlers 
tomon-ow. 
81 
By ROUF.llT FORD 
Asst. Campus Editor 
It's IO p.m .• and Kenneth Linle hasjus1 gonen 
off Work. He heads home to pick up hi~ books, 
then it'soff 10 the iLab totype a paper due the next 
morning. Linlc arrives at the iLab. logs on 101he 
compu1er and begins to type his name when he 
bean;; "the iLab will be closing in 15 minutes." 
What do Liule and other Howard Stuc.lenis do 
when faced with si1uations like this? Pack up and 
head over to 1he Undergraduale Library. Howev-
er, 1he UGL is no longer open 24 hour.;, making 
an already trying situation. impossible. 
"At times I feel helpless. 1 go to school during 
the cfay and work at night. By tbe time I get to the 
I-Lab or the UGL its almost time for ii 10 close," 
Lillie. a junior radio, TV and film major said. "It\ 
re.illy fru,1rn1ing because I've been unable 10 
turn in two assjgnments bc~ause I could not fin-
ish tliem belore 1he I-Lab du,ed and my work L, 
suffering tremendously from the lack of 2-1-hour 
focili1ies here i>n campus," Linle said. 
Uni,·ersity officials said 1he mnjor handicap 
prohibiting the operation of 24 hour facilities is 
security. President H. Patrick Swygert said there 
is not ample security enforcement 10 guaromec 
students' security. Swygert said he would rather 
hear the criticism of a few disgrun1le students 1han 
have them assaulted and beaten up coming from 
1he ilab or library late at nigh1. 
Swygert also said repm 1, from library officials 
show 1h01 the UGL close, at midnight because 
there is 0011hat much usage. 
'This is a very chnllenging problem. Many of 
our students have come to rely on it and look for-
ward 10 ii," Swygert said of the 24 hour acces,, to 
the UOL. Swygert said 1he ilab and the UGL 
will be open 24 hours during finals. 
lmerim Provo,1 Dr. Don Coleman, who over-
• 
Pholo by Kar1.:rn Re:,, 
S1uden1S in the ilab """" f111'1 oliK'r place, to 1)1'< thdr e:iri)-
momin~ papers.. ~Jl(..'e the J.ab t..; not 09>t•n around tht dock. 
,ees 1he library sy,tem. was umiv.iilnble for com-
mcnl We,lnesday. 
The nc\\s did not comfort studen1, 
"It's not fair to change the library hours so early 
in lhe semester. Hone,tly. the b.:ginning of the year 
i, always slow. They are reducing the hours right 
when we are going 10 need them 10 be open," said 
senior 1elccommunications management major 
Melissa Peterkin. 
Howard University Student Association, offi 
ci.11, said they an- \\orkmg to get the faciliuc, 
op,:ned Jl'Lst midnight. 
"If thing, don't impro,c by No,ember 13. 2000. 
there will be a demon,tr.ition." HUSA Pre,ident 
Scllnno Simmon, ,aid. 
Bui for students who ha,·e to complete term 
papers now, this pose, a problem 
"'TI1c only thing 1hat's going to be good cno11gh 
is the 24-hour.. 1ha1 they promii,ed u, in the begin-
ning," saici Jason Bailey, a senior health manage-
ment student. 
Concert Scheduling Stirs Debate 
Homecoming Chair Cries Foul Over Jill Scott Booking 
By CARl:roN JORDAN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The announcement of Jill Scou·s upcoming per-
formance at Cramtou Auditorium sent many stu-
dents scrambling 10 find money 10 purchase tick-
ets forthe e\'CIII. 
Howard Homecom-
ing Chairman Steven 
Claiborne wa, not one 
of those frantic students. 
Claiborne and others 
on the homecoming 
steering commiuee are 
crying foul over the 
scheduling of the event. 
Jill Scoll is set to per-
form at Cramton Octo-
ber. 21. one week before Stenn Claiborne 
the annual Homecom-
ing hip-hop concert on October 28. 
''The planning of any concert by a Howard enti-
ty serves to undermine the student activities we're 
planning," said Claiborne. "We (the homecoming 
steering comminee) take it as a slap in the face 
that 1his activity was scheduled a week before 
ours.'' 
Tickets for the Ji11 Scott concert have not gone 
on sale ye1. And Cram ton officials said earlier this 
week d1at the concert may be postponed due 10 Jill 
Scott's recent ltospitilization. 
Claiborne said he is upset dia1 both concerts tar-
get the same age group and will cul into the prof 
its from 1he steering commiuee·s concert if the Jill 
Scoll concert goes ahead as planned. He said he 
wonder.; why artists like Patti LaBelle or Chakn 
Khan weren't scheduled 10 perform for the non-
hip-hop crowd. 
TI1e Univers11y said they're intention was nol 
the cut imo homecoming ·s profits 
"The scheduling of Jill Seen is not intended 10 
cause harm to the planned Univcrsit)· Home-
coming events,· said Executive vice-president. 
and Chief Operations Officer, Thomas Elicy. "In 
fact ii offers a greater variety for the ,,aried musi-
cal taste of the Howard University family." 
Ste\'en Johnson. mmrnger of Cram1on Audito-
rium, who was responsible for booking Jill Scott, 
declined to commeol. 
This is not the first time Johnson has been ,cru-
tinized for ,cheduling an event nenr Homecom-
ing's concert. L,is1 year he booked the Def Jnm 
Comedy show just days before 1hc Homecoming 
comedy show. 
And when the Homecoming commiuec part 
nered with Cnun1on officials lasl year to bring the 
HotBoyz 1ocampus, d1econcer1 was canceled by 
the group. 
Claiborne said he wns offered the opportuni1y 
to include the Jill Scotl concert into the Home-
coming st:hedule, but he feared a repeat of last 
year's cruicellation. 
Claiborne said be understands students' con-
cerns about the artist showing up to perform, but 
be ensures the students that 1berc will be a coo, 
cert this year. 
"It, something !hut everyone will like. Thi, yeat 
we ,,re putting 1oge1her a show 1hat everyone 
would want 10 come to," Claiborne said. 
Please See CONCERT. Bl I 
-w•• ----~ - - - -- -
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"½ices& 
Views 
If you were President 
Swygert, what would 
you change about 
Howard? 
.. Increase 1he 1echnology and make dorm 
li fe comfortable for all s1uden1s ... 
-Kris1ie M. Gardner, Afro-American 
Studies. Senior 
.. Knock down Drew Hall and s1ar1 a 
new building from scra1ch." 
-Kendal Whillock, Theater Arts, 
Freshman 
"I am not really sure what I would 
change. Howard has a lot 10 offer ... 
- Richard Bland, Undecided, 
Sophomore 
The budge! in regards 10 allocation of 
funds. lns1ead of exlensive and expensive 
beau1ification projec1s. I would focus on 
alloca1ing funds 10 scholarship programs 
for Howard s1uden1s in an effort 10 lower 
re1en1ion rates:· 
-Dawn Henson, Legal Communica1ions, 
Senior 
"I would alloca1e more funds 10 1he 
A1hle1ic Department for recruitmeni 
because exceptional a1hletic teams 
and facilities would perpe1ua1e a high 
morale of the studem body as well as 
promote school ~pirit.'' 
-Jaida Bender, Public Relations. 
Sophomore 
"Even though a 101 of effort is being made 
toward bener computer facililies al the iLab, 
more effort should be made toward ensuring 
1ha1 these labs run more efficiently." 
- Aniweta Onuorah. Electrical Engineering: 
Senior 
Campus 
HU Researchers Continue Assault on AIDS 
By AKOSUA AMOAKO-ATTA & CHHISTOPIIEII WtNOIIAM 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
. -
and try 10 do 
things in other 
countries 1hat 
affect us nol 
only in the way 
H JV is 1ransmi1-
1ed ... he said. 
"But in a way 
1ha1 all people 
who are of 
African descem 
should be con• 
cerned about ... 
Howard University med-ical researchers Dr. John McNeil and Dr. Celia 
Maxwell want 10 break down lhe 
barrier between minorily health-
care providers and HIV/AIDS 
infected pa1icn1s. 
"HIV is a disease that doesn't 
respect national barriers ... said 
McNeil. "Around lhe world there 
are additional problems. One 
issue. of course. is 1he manage-
ment of HIV.'' 
The researchers have anchored 
the National Minorily AIDS Edu-
cati on and Training Center 
(NMAETC). a Howard-based pro-
gram which is has trained about 
4.500 healthcare providers on how 
to treal HIV, particularly in 
minori1es. 
Thanks 10 an additional $2 mil-
lion from the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services. 1he 
NMAETC will be able increase i1s 
prac1icc of leaching AIDS educa-
tion.The gram raises 1he program's 
Iota! funding 10 about $4 million. 
"We have been able 10 identify 
what minority healthcare 
providers. minority nurses, and 
physicians perceive as barriers to 
1heir patients gelling adequate 
heallhcare and providing good 
care 10 each of 1he infec1ed 
patients under their care," said 
McNeil. a Howard graduate. 
According 10 McNeil, 1he center. 
which was established in Septem-
ber 1999, has 1rained about 98 
percent of all minority health care 
providers. 
"We have been able 10 reach 
some providers who otherwise 
were classified as hard-10-reach." 
McNeil said. 
The center has also expanded its 
projects 10 include 1he produc1ion 
of cduca1ional materials and book-
leis on issues like cultural compe-
tency and providing HlV care 10 
patients of African descent 
"We are trying to develop some 
unique ways of training rn1her 1han 
jus1 standing and lecturing ... he 
said. "We wanl 10 provide more 
interactive things through 1he \\Cb 
also. We also wan1 to do con,ul1-
ing in an effort 10 help people who 
have queslions on how to manage 
!heir patier11s ... 
President H. Patrick Swygert 
sa id in a press release tha1 
NMAETC is a "shining example 
of Howard University. one of only 
88 research-extensive universities 
in the country. living up 10 i1s 
mono: lrlllh and service. We will 
continue 10 advance 1he search for 
1ru1h in this area ... 
McNeil said he wams to broad-
en the center's boundaries. 
"I think we need lo be sensitive 
Remembering Howard 
According to 
Dr. McNeil. 
another major 
problem that 
most of 1hese providers view as 
obstacles is the issue of fin,incial 
reimburscmcnl for HIV care. He 
said there :s a tremendous lack of 
financial resources for many of 
1he pa1ien1s, who themselves may 
nol have adequate healthcare 
insurance 10 cover the expensive 
co,t of receiving proper 1rcatment 
for 11ie disease. 
'There are resources for 1his, bul 
a 101 of provider,, 1hemselvcs are 
really nol knowledgeable about 
Alumni Recalls His Days at The ''Mecca 
By TIFFANY BIIOWNE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
This feature sroryfoc11ses m, the life of 011 al111111111s thm 
still carries the Biso11 spirit. Although he is 110101111mg the 
ro11ks of promi11e111 grod11ates, he is 
0111 i11 the world livi11g the life ofa l111sba11d.father, 111e11-
tora11dfrie11d. Each week The Hillwp willfeawre differmt 
Howard graduates. 
Howard alum Clayton Win recalls lhe first 1ime he 
stepped fool in 1he Na1ion's capiial back in 1975. 
were having problems with 1he administration and so forth 
and nothing was being done 10 solve the si1ua1ions ... 
In Win's day 1he main yard was mainly concrele and 
had all !he fra1erni1ies and sorori1ies name, were elched 
in stone. 
Things are different for Win today. 
Will is a family man. He i, 1hc husband of Karla Reid-
Win and lhe proud father of Meridian. 6. and William 
Reiu-Win. 20 month,. 
Curremly. Win is executive recui1er for Virginia- based 
fiber optics company. Paul Ti11le. And he say, he', ,till 
active in 1he Howarct community. He 100k ii upon him-
self 10 become u mentor to colleges studenh. mo,1ly 
Howard ,1uden1s. He also makes various contributions 10 
the process and aboul the 
re,ources ... he said ... So. they have 
seen 1he monetary issue as a major 
barrier. Case managcmen1, for 
example. 1s something 1hat is done 
well at some levels. For insiance, 
in clinics that will have funding for 
comprehensive care: however. 
many private prac1i1ioners do not 
have lots of resources ... 
McNeil said Africans-Ameri-
cans. who are leading carriers of 
1he disease, can benefit from 1he 
additional training. 
"HIV is a disease 1ha1, we have 
all heard. has some level of con• 
uol 111 terms of mobility. morali-
ty ... he said "In terms of 1he rates 
affecting African-Americans, I 
think 1ha1 m:iny African-Ameri-
cans are benefi1ing from the med-
ications just like any other group ... 
The NMAETC. located a1 
Howard University Hospital. is 
one of four national training cen-
ters around 1he coun1ry tha1 seeks 
10 train and educmc minority 
health care provider,, on all aspects 
of HIV management. 
' ' 
"I fell as 1hough I had arrived:· said 1he Bessemer Al. 
native. 
During his freshman year, Win. a political major. said 
he walked on10 campus with a pair of polyester pan ls and 
an afro. 
Howard fund-raben;. ~o Courll;,> C1.a)ron Win 
··t tovc Howard," he ,aid. "I'm a true Bison till the end... TI,c I\ ill famil): (from 1-rl \I illimn. Karfa. CIU) ton and M•ridian. 
"Folks were looking a1 mr strange. " he said jokely. 
"After 1ha1 experience I wenl 10 ge1 a haircu1. bought a 
pair of blue jeans and a pair of penny loafers ... 
The resl was history. 
When Win, 42, graduated in 1979 with a degree in 
political science. he snid he \\'(mid .!it1vio,· his four ye=t~ 
at old Howard. 
Will said that the school has not changed much in the 
21 years he's been away . 
.. We had ral problems and 1here were over bookings 
for dorms as well." Win said . 
.. We had to deal with late registration too." 
Win w-.is a part of 1he firs1 class 10 move in10 the Mer id• 
ian Hill dorms . 
.. I was in heaven," he said. " Meridian had a pool and 
it wa, coed ... 
Back in 1he 1o·s. Win said. Howard was one of the 
backdrops for poli1ical activism. He 
recalls a lime when students closed down the universi-
ty for 3 days. 
'There was a 101 of civil unrest," he said. "Students 
Technology Hot Topic at 
Town Hall Meeting 
From TO\VN HALL, Al 
said students would demons1ra1e if his four mandates. 
including the 24-hour operation of 1he ilab and the UGL. 
financial aid improvements and bener heahh services for 
s1udents. were nol met by Nov. 13. 
··Jn fronl of the students you represent. I must lei you 
know thal you will no! further your agenda or 1he agen-
da of HUSA by 1hrea1ening 1his President, .. Swygert 
said ... I must remind you of my history and I am no1 1he 
Presidem to threaten. I am 001 seeking your applause nor 
your approval," Swygert said in response 10 Simmons' 
remarks. 
The Hilltop . .. 
Read About It 
11 you count yourself among the 
few who want to serve their country 
and perform important work with 
immediate responsibility, the Foreign 
Service may be the ideal career 
lor you. 
We're looking for people Interested 
In managing the day-to-day opera-
tions of a U.S. embassy, helping 
American citizens, analyzing 
political and economic events, and 
handling public affairs abroad. 
Register for the Foreign Service 
Examination offered worldwide on 
November 4, 2000. Please register by 
September 22 for overseas test sites. 
or by October 6 for U.S. test sites. 
Look for us on campus, 
or register online at: 
www.state.gov/www /careers 
U.S. Department of State 
Recruitment Division - SH 
240 l E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20522 
We are an equal opportunity employer. 
THE MOST INTERESTING WORK ... IN THE WORLD 
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Christopher Windham 
Howard vs. Morgan State, More 
Than a Football Game 
"Don't be scun·ed Don't be 
scurred," flung from their 
mouths as the seen1ngly ner-
vous Howard ch:erleader 
reluctantly climbed on top her 
teammates' hands. ihe stood 
mid-air for about 2Q seconds, 
completely depende1t on their 
strength. When it w,s time to 
come down, she dd it with 
' 
style by gracefully fa ling back 
in her teammates' anns like it 
was a bouncing trtmpoline. 
The cheerleader wai safe and 
the thousands of Heward fans 
let off an ecstatic rorr as if the 
football tean1 had just punched 
in another touchdowi. 
These fans, the cheerleaders, 
the band, and the pla)"rs, make 
the happenings at otl Greene 
Stadium memorable, 
The mere atmosphere of the 
place is enough to get you 
excited. I know, 1 kn<W, it's not 
the most luxurious stadiun1 
around, but that only idds to its 
appeal. 
I went to the game on Satur-
day, late of course, loping to 
see four quarters of gritty, hard 
nose, rock em, sockem, foot-
ball. 
I got even more. I get an expe-
. 
r1ence. 
Even though I was hte, I still 
managed to steal a s,:at in the 
most lively, energetic tection. A 
section I like to cal the DC 
Live/HU Bison, becruse of its 
club atmosphere. It's the sec-
ond section on the Ho11ard side 
near the south end of lhe stadi-
um. These fans bleed Bison 
blue. 
The fans serve a, liaison 
between the audience and the 
cheerleaders. It w,s funny 
watching the sectior actually 
start the cheer "Do It,'' you 
know, the cheer where every-
body freezes and lets each class 
or regional location stand up 
and represent. If they keep it up 
• 
we n1ight have about a dozen 
unemployed cheerleaders. 
The fans originate the ball-
yard classic "The Wave," in 
which the audience jumps out 
their seats to form a constant 
wave of fans. But, fans don't 
have time to rest because a slow 
motion wave swoops the audi-
ence soon after. Other seating 
sections heard a wave of boos 
because they did not follow for-
1nat. 
When I sat in the section I 
couldn't help but think, "Are 
they having this much fun to 
my right?" 
They were. 
When the Morgan State mas-
cot 'the bear" decided to creep 
into Bison territory (I don't 
know why) it was greeted with 
boos and trash, courtesy of my 
friends from the third section. 
Come on, did it really think we 
would stand for that in Bison 
country? 
The game announcer even 
added to the excitement. 
After a touchdown was 
scored or a good play was 
made, the announcer would 
play sound clips from the 
movies "Friday" and "Austin 
Powers." 
The crowd seemed to get a 
kick out of hearing actor Chris 
Tucker say "That's my dog," or 
Mike Myers yell "Yea Baby!" 
But, the highlight of the game 
came at halftime when the band 
strutted on the turf to woo the 
crowd. 
The band, which has been the 
subject of criticism in the past 
from students, including 
myself, truly lived up to their 
name, "ShowTime." 
Watching the ensemble I 
starting thinking: "What's dif-
ferent about the band?" 
Did they get bigger? Maybe. 
Did they play new songs? Yes, 
but that wasn't it. 
., 
I know, Ooh La La. 
The practice must have paid 
off for the girls, because their 
steps were, excuse my French, 
on point. The Ooh La La girls 
made the Morgan State dancers 
(who did get booed by some 
fans) look like Amateur Night 
at the Apollo. I guess practice 
does make perfect. 
But, the band was excellent. 
They danced, played old stuff, 
new stuff, including, Lil' Kim's 
'No Matter What They Say'. It 
was like watching the Bayou 
Classic, well almost. 
This band was on cue with 
everything. I can't say that was 
the case last year, but that was 
the past. So, we will let that 
slide. 
The game was a rollercoster 
of fun. 
And as an added bonus, we 
won 35-23. 
It was nice to see fans have 
pride in being a Howard stu-
dent. In a day and age where 
students skip Convocation, 
don't vote, and can't remember 
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson's 
name to save their lives, it's 
nice to see that one tradition 
has remained the same. 
The love of football. 
Of course there were a few 
empty seats, but we' II blame 
that on the early-morning rain 
for now. 
The game was about being 
with classmates, alumni, and 
community members, rooting 
for one cause: the Howard foot-
ball team. 
Howard vs. Morgan State was 
more than football: it was an 
experience. 
Christopher Windhan, is the 
Campus Editor of The Hilltop. 
He can be reached at thehill-
top@hotn1ail.con1 
eridian Residents Enjoy 
• • IDI• 
By CHAIA ODOMS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For years, Meridian Hill Hall residents have complained that they 
often go to bed hungry because the dorm, located on 16th Street, 
doesn't have a cafeteria and is about a half-mile from local restau-
rants. 
Now residents say they go bed with full stomachs thanks to a 
campus-size "mini-mart" located in the lobby of the dorm. 
"It is so convenient for me," said sophomore biology major Geof-
frey Johnson. "When I don't want to walk somewhere else, !just 
use my dining dollars to pick up something right downstairs." 
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Seven days a week, from I I a.m. to 10 p.m., the shelves are 
stocked with M&Ms and Sweet Tarts. The freezer is stuffed with 
Hot Pockets, mini pizzas, and hot dog rolls. And the front counter 
is where the cashier rings up orders and collects cash and dining 
dollars. Students often come to the Meridian Store and shovel piles 
of hot popcorn from a bin into a tiny cup, while others are grab 
a Snapple from a large refrigerator located on the back wall. 
"It has definitely impressed the residents of Meridian," said Mor-
gan Bevieneau, a sophomore l\,leridian Hill Hall resident. "I can 
now purchase necessities easily without having to go somewhere 
else." 
' 
' Photo by Karleen Roy : 
The convenient store in Meridian Hill Hall opened last semester. 
venience store, he said. : 
Since it opened last semester, the store has served as a place 
where residents and workers can grab a quick snack, as opposed 
to walking to grocery stores and fast food restaurants in nearby 
Adams-Morgan. 
Gibbs said Sodexho-Marriott might create more dorm stores. ; 
"We are working on finding the space to open stores in the East 
and West Towers," he said. "We want to provide all we can for 
Howard students," 
The store also employs four students. Those students applied for 
the job through Sodexho-Marriott and work almost on a daily ' 
basis. 
"This is the attitude of many users of the store," said Steve Gibbs, 
Director of Howard University Food Services of Sodexho-Mar-
riott. "We wanted to expand our services to more parts of the cam-
pus." 
That doesn't seem to bother junior Manchel! Johnson. 
"Working here is great," said Johnson. "It is flexible and con-
In the spring of I 999, Gibbs and the Meridian Hill Hall Com-
munity Director, Samuel Avor, devised a plan to renovate an entire 
area of the dorm into a full cafeteria. Because of the age and con-
dition of Meridian, such renovations would be extremely costly. 
Gibbs therefore proposed the less expensive idea of opening a con-
. " ven1ent. 1 
' "Students don't even have to leave the Howard community to go ,
' to work," said junior Brande Smith, another of the store's employ- ,
' ees. "Since students can use dining dollars this year, it has been 
utilized more." 
' 
' 
' Campus Digest ' 
' 
' 
Coleman Addresses Students at Meet 
Your Trustee Night 
Charles Colcn1an, Undergraduate 
Trustee, was part of the platform to speak 
at meet your pal night last Thursday at the 
Blackburn Forum. 
The purpose of this event was to give stu-
dents a chance to speak to trustees and 
voice their concerns. thus giving the 
trustees an idea of what to talk about at the 
next board meeting. 
Among the issues presented at the meet-
ing was the location of the student health 
center, access to technology for the stu-
dents, and the hours of the undergraduate 
library. 
Students expressed concern that the 
undergraduate library has not been open for 
24 hours as it has been in the past. 
Students also wish to have longer hours 
in the I lab. 
Approximately 20 students attended the 
meet your trustees meeting, which is a 
A job defining the future of e-business 
A chance to create user experiences 
for over 35 million people 
No office politics 
More resources than 007 
A dress code that allows 
everything but bunny slippers 
fairly small amount, said Coleman. 
"I would have liked to see a better turnout. 
Not as many students are as involved in stu-
dent government as they should be," said 
Coleman. 
tember 30 at 12 p.m.-8 p.m. The event will 
take place on 5th & Hobart Pl. NW, off of 
Georgia Avenue. Special musical guest 
Backyard Band will also perform. 
' However, despite the small turnout, Cole-
man says the meeting was very productive. 
The students who did attend agree. "The 
meeting was very informative", said Tyra 
Torian, a freshman who was at the meet-
ing, "It is good to be able to address the 
graduate and undergraduate trustees, 
because they are students," concluded Torian. 
Black Holocaust Survivor Visits , 
-Katherine Carter 
Howard University ' 
Theodore Wonja Michael, the son of a 
' German mother and a Cameroonian father, , 
was one of the few bi-racial children born 
in Germany who survived forced labor 
during the Nazi regime. 
' 
Block Party Aims to Bridge Commu-
nity Gap 
Michael is a journalist and a spokesper-
son for the Black-German movement. ' 
Michael will discuss German diplomacy 
and Black-German history. The event takes 
place on October 2, 2000 at 10 a.m.-12 
p.m. The Howard University Entrepreneurial 
Society will host the "Black To School" 
Sidewalk Festival and the 6th annual 
Hobart Day 2000 Block Party. There will 
be a step show, food, music, youth games, 
speakers, and free school supplies on 1iep-
Other related events include a film ' 
' 
, 
screening of"Hitler's Forgotten Victims ... " ; 
October 5, 2000 from 7-9:30 p.m. in the ' 
Howard University West Ballroom. 
' 
' 
' I ' 
Freedom and flexibility. At PeopleSoft, they're more than 
words on a page. After all, e-buslness Is being redefined on a 
dally basis. So nothing matters more than your creativity. Fact ls, 
we're looking for people who can drive change, and have fun 
doing It. We want to give you the chance to shine - then 
get out of your way. Of course, It helps knowing that when you 
have a big Idea, we have the resources to help It g,ow. See for 
yourself. We're looking for Associate Technical and CRM 
Consultants (throughout the U.S. In the Midwest and Northeast 
areas). PeopleSoft boasts the best consultlng training program In 
the e-commerce Industry! 
We are Interested In meeting students with the followlng skllls: 
proficient programming skllls In at least two languages ( C, C++, 
Java and/or Visual Basic); Web development experience In HTML, 
XML, ASP and/or COM/DCOM; understanding of relational 
databases (Oracle, SQL server) and experience In SQl; operating 
system experience with UNIX or NT; very strong communication, 
organizational and analytical skllls; desire to provide outrageous 
customer service. 
Come visit us on your campus! 
Come meet us on Wednesday, Oct. 4"' for an Information session 
from 5-7 p.m., In Room 142 of the Blackbum Center. 
' 
Info Session: Thursday, October 26"', 2000 
Blackburn Center, Room 142 5-7pm 
Interview Sessions: Friday, October 27"', all day 
Career Center 
./ 
U.S. citizenship and permanent residency are required. 
PeopleSoft ls committed to workfon:e diversity. Qualified appli-
cants wlll receive consideration without regard to age, race, 
/ 
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation or national origin. We Invite 
I 
, 
all applicants to confidentially self-Identify when applying. 
' CUSTOMERS• EMPLOYEES· SUPPLIERS 
nun,~· People power the internet: 
r!:ur .• , 
' I 
I 
' r 
_, 
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Almost good enough 
to get into our internships. 
Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college 
now - and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it. 
One thing is for sure, if you 're a student of color, with an IN ROADS internship you could have a serious job 
every summer while you're stil I in school - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of 
study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now. 
web site_www.inroadsinc.org 
You got this far. 
Scoop, Pack, 
Whoosh, Whoosh, 
Steam, Steam ... 
VOILA! 
301-587-5880 
Now go farther. J\... INROADS 
- - -.~ ..... 
.. 
Fannie Mae - Now serving sweet high-tech 
opportunities to earn more than $65,000 
within the next three years ! 
Hot new ltChnolog·es. A rich uad.t,on ol nnovat<>n. Fanni• Ma• is the place v.here It 
a1 comes together. Because here, the taleftts of our teclmial special~ts are highly 
concenuated on making a d11ference in the world ol hou~ng finance. Great 
idm in htlping inmase hou~ngopportunities lor m !lions ol Americ.ins are a~•,ays brew· 
Ing at Fannie t.lae. And so is the t•dmkal savvy that brings them to lif•. R•ady f0< a 
taste of our successl The ,.,,,rld's largest non-ban\ financial company continues to move. 
THE UNIVERSITY 
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIST (UST) PROGRAM 
This is a 36-month program diYided into Mo phases. During the first 18 weeks cl the 
program. UST partieipants will receive techoical class,oom uaining in JAVA, UNIX. 
object•ori•nted analysis and deSigl\ Sybase relational database concepts and Web 
Technologies. Upon completion, participants wll be a~gned to t•ams within our 
techn'tal d:"5lons and '"II use their classroom uanlng to comp!•t• challenging tasks 
Participants in Fannie Mae's UST program should be rec•nt college graduates O< 
studen1S whov.ill recei,e the:r undergraduate degree by the end of June 2001. A degree 
or experi..ce io Information Tedlnology, 8usln.,s. and/or Finance is• real plu~ Selected 
individuals win be invited to takf an aptitude assessment to ensur• that their 
Information syst•ms pot•ntial Is high. Upon sumsslul completion of the assessmer,~ 
you w,11 be contacted to arrange an in-d•pth int•rvlew. Candidates selected to 
panicipate In the program will begin in July 2001. 
Individuals in the UST program v.ilf receive an aMual starting sala,y cl S35,000, as v.e:I 
as an anra<lM! benefits packag• that inclvdes an employee stodt purchase plan, 401(k), 
tuition assistance, and me<el Throughout the 36-month program, pertormance reviews 
and consideraton of salary increases wil occur at schedu1ed inteNa!s. 
To apply for lh• UST Program, please send your resume and cov,r letter 
expressing Interest to the anen~on ol COQ•UST2001 via e•ma,l to: 
isabel_mjaynes@fonnlemae.com or lax to: (202) 752,5554. UNesuicted 
work authorization is required for at least the 3-year duration of the program. All 
resumes must be received by Friday, October 13, 2000. k>r more infor• 
mation. please visit ou, web site at: 
www.fanniemae.com 
fal'IM MIit is an equal opporl\l'ltty emplcytf that imnc>(ts wotkforce divfflity atld hilts Vlilhout 
regard to race. colo,, rthglon. national orig·n. agt, gtndtt marital status, di~bitlty, 
suual onenta1ion, ,-etetan status, or othe· prottcted smos. Wt promo:e a drug-free wock 
erw1ronmtnt. 
~l FannieMae. 
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Stevie Wonder Performs at District's Largest Fund Raiser 
By L AUREN B. ANDl-:RSON 
City Editor 
The distric!'s predominately minority public school 
districl needs help and a local fund raising event gave it 
to them. • 
larges! fund raiser. School Nighl raised $6.6 million for 
1he 2000-2001 sch~ I year. The fund-raiser earned 1he 
highest amoun1 of any district fundraising event ever. 
cian Stevie Wonder 100k 1he stage. Wonder performed for 
more 1han an hour, singing songs such as Ribbon In The 
Sky and I Just Called to Say I Love You. 
While School Nigh1 was a big success. one 1hing 1hat 
s1ood ou1. The district's school sys1em is predomina1ely 
black, bu1 most of the close 10 300 people who a11enclcd 
1he event were white. 
money. so why aren't they giving back?" 
Dick Gregory said 1he energies of the black communi-
1y as well as Howard ,tudenh should be focused on edu-
cation. Civil righlS advocaie Dick Gregory, Sinbad, Marlin 
Lu1her King Ill and district Mayor Anthony Williams 
were also in anendance. 
As acrobats swung from 200 ft. high white drapes. hun-
dreds of dis1ric1 residents fi led into a dark room ai 1he MCI 
center Sep1. 22 for School Night. an annual fund raiser 
for district public schools. Dressed casually for an evening 
of entertainment, anendees paid hundreds of dollars for 
dinner and a chance 10 see Stevie Wonder perform. 
Proceeds from the evenl will go 1oward public schools 
for children in kindergarien 1hrough eiglnh grade. 
Marlin Lu1her King. 111 said he was pleased wi1h theout-
coine of School Night 
"Any1ime anyone focuses on children I wan I to be a part 
of i1." King said. "Especially when such a large number 
of 1hese kids are African American." 
Sinbad. who hosled lhe e,·cnt, said 1he audience was 
white because many blacks don·1 give back enough 101hc 
black community. 
"These kids c:m buy soda and cookie, in school but they 
can't buy a ruler:· Gregory said. 'Think abou1 i1. They can 
buy what lhey don·1 need bu11hey can'1 buy what 1hey do 
need. It's institutionalized racism" 
King Ill agreed wi1h Gregory. 
"We need more black studcn1s ma.joring in cduca1ion.'' 
King said. "Because we are 1hc only ones who can ,ave 
U\." The annual fund raiser. School Nigh1. is 1he district's After dinner was ,erved. Grammy Award winning musi-
"If you look m music videos you see 1hem with their cars 
and jewelry" Sinbad said. "You know 1hey have a 101 of 
Commentary 
March Madness 
By JONATHAN C S IMS 
Hilltop Staff Wriler 
The mall al Washington DC has more da1es for 
marches and organized rallies than a freshman 
female in Meridian. After the Million Men paved 
the mall wi1h unity in 95. protestors. organizers. 
and promo1ers have all caught March madness. 
This on going 1rend did 001 discrimina1e. for ii has 
reached every age. gender. e1hnic group, sexual 
lifes1yle, and communily. 
The firs1 10 join the rosier of the freedom trail 
was the Millenium March. which took place on 
April 291h on 1he mall . This weekend event was 
geared 1owards "galvanizing and energizing·· 1hc 
gay and lesbian communi1y and 10 ge1 more 10 sup-
porl 1heir "civil rights movement" organizers once 
staled. Many celebrilies including Gar1h Brooks. 
Melissa Etheridge. Queen La1ifah. and George 
Michael 1urned out for the event. Gays and Les-
bians were able 10 fight for their equal righ1s and 
brough1 out at leas1 I million people 10 join in the 
fight. 
On Mo1her's Day the Million Mom March 
graced the stage of the capital. The focus of this 
march was 10 battle 1he issue of gun control. 
Organizers did estimate a turn out of aboul 
750,000. Hollywood actress. Susan Sarandon 
who showed up forihe march implied 1hat "moth-
ers are mad (abou1 gun con1rol). and if you gel a 
mom mad at you. bencr watch om!" 
From June 210 the 11th 1he dis1ric1 held its annu-
al Captal Pride fes tival and Pride March. This 
annual event brings 1housands of gays in and out 
of 1he city to come celcbra1e 1heir diversily 
be1ween 1heir own lifestyle. The only 1hing which 
cri1ics touched on was 1ha1 the auendence fac1or 
for 1his event was nol as expec1ed in number for 
many African-American gay and lesbians didn't 
show up for the event. 
The 26th of Augusl marked the beginning of1he 
March's fall lineup wi1h Redeem the Dream. The 
premise of 1his march was 10 commernorme 1h~ 
fam(>US March on Washinglon by Or. Marlin 
Lu1her King Jr. Thiny two years prior. The major 
focus of Redeem 1he Dream was police brutalily 
and racial profiling. The Reverend Al Sharplon 
and Marlin Lu1her King III hosted and spoke a1 
1he event. Redeem brought in about 32.000 fol-
lowers which was half of what they expected 10 
turn out. 
The World March of Women 2000 hits Freedom 
Plau, on October 15. 2000. This "march against 
poverty and violence" is aimed for a "global" per-
specuve. The organizers want its followers 10 
"demand an end 10 poverty and violence against 
women and equalily be1ween women and men." 
Over 155 coun1ries and 1housands of orgjniz.n1ions 
will help in 1his event. 
On 1he following day Loi us Farakhan wi ll rciurn 
to the ci1y for his mi Ilion family march. Fam khan 
statt:d 1hat. "1he Black family is in more need of 
recons1ruc1ion 1han any in 1he world.'' Af1cr 
Farakhan came five years earlier 10 uplifl 1he 
African American Male he wi ll now step up 10 ba1 
10 do the same for the Black "families spiri1uali-
1y. socially. economically. in 1heir communi1ies:· 
October I 61h Farakhan will be pu1 10 1he 1est and 
his mission will 1ry deliverance. 
Wi1h one of the busies1s march seasons under 
way and oiher marches in the works. 1he Ois1rict 
·s well kepi s1reets are becomi~g foo1 s1ools 10 a 
new age of ac1ivism. The 1opics of 1hcse march-
es represent 1he diver.ity of American cullurc and 
dcfin1iely shows tha11he new generation of March-
es is nothing 10 be 1aken sining down. 
HU Alum Wins Primaries for Ward 4 
By LAURt;:-. B. A '\OERSO"f 
City Edi1or 
After 21 years with the same City 
Council repre~nta1he, Ward 4 is 
making a change. 
' Adnan Fenty, a Howard Law 
School Gradua1c. l>ea1 Charlene 
Drew Jarvi,. 1hc Jong-hme repre-
,entative of the cmbauled ward. 
Jarvis had occupied 1he oo~ition 
since 1979. 
•·we had been \\orkmi; so hurd. we 
were just glad to get the results." 
sa.id Fenty. the Democratic nominee 
for Ward 4. 
While the race is not over )'Cl, 
Fenly said 1he race i,in 1he bag. The 
only other candida1e for the Ward 4 
City Council posi1ion is Renee 
Bowser of the Green Party. 
Ward 4 is Joca1ed directly above 
Ward I. where Howard Univer>ity 
is located. Ward 4 encompasses a 
continuation of Georgia Avenue and 
a block of busine"c' tha1, ·,ccord-
ing to Fent), have been systema1i-
cally ignored. 
"We need to clean up Georgia 
Avenue from top to bonom." Fenty 
said. ·'Howard is one of the only 
shining examples on Georgia 
Avenue.'' 
School gradu:ue said he has wha1 i1 
lake< 10 effectively run the ward. 
Al 29 years old, Fenty hopes 10 be 
a glcamrng example of Howard's 
excellence. 
"ll's really symbolic of what 
Howard is," Fenty ,aid. ··so far, I'm 
1he third Howard Law School stu• 
dent to be elected 10 a council posi-
uon. und I did it only four years after 
graduation That say, something 
posi1ive about Howard.'' 
The mo,1 important poi111> Fenty 
will focus on are economic devel-
opment and youth issue<, he said. 
Fcn1y will se1 his main priorities .u 
upcoming budget meetings. He also 
promises members he will be an 
active particip.tnl in the communil)I. 
A big difference bc1ween himself 
and Jarvis is tha1 she failed to make 
Ward 4 her first priori1y. he sa,d. 
"She made lols of promises 1h11 
she failed to keep," sa1J 1he nomi-
nee. ··1 am 100% commincd 10 lhe 
council po,ition. This will be my 
full time job; lherefore, I will have 
all 1hc 1ime l need to work oo the 
issues. 
"I will do wha1 I'm expected 1odo. 
http://hilltop.howard.edu 
With prior experience al the Advi-
sory Neighborhood Comminee in 
Ward 4. 1he J 996 Howard Law 
Thal includes being active and 
available 10 1he members of the 
communit}i. 
THE Foreign Service Examination, 
The registration deadline is 
October 6, 2000. 
Register On-line Now! Go to 
ttp://www.state.gov/www/careers/ 
index,html to register. 
Seven Howard students passed last year. 
Why not you this year'! 
The exam will be held at over 400 
locations both domestically and 
overseas on Saturday, November 4, 
2000. It's free! 
HOW TO PASS? THE BUNCHE CENTER IS 
OFFERING REVIEWS AND PREPS. 
CHECK FOR DATES 
Also visit website, http://www.state.gov 
for more information about careers in 
the Foreign Service. Or go to the 
Bunche Center for more information 
Adventures in technology 
& consulting 
• 
LIVE YOUR CAREER TO THE FULLEST 
At Booz•Allcn & Hamilton, we believe that 
profess1on3I success and personal success needn"t 
be mutually exclusive. I hat's why we ~m.uu, .tgc 
our employees to always strike a t>alanc.e bctw~11 
work and life. Th,s 1s how we are better able to 
~rve our cunomers the competmve advanc..gt:. 
And this is how we are mak,ng a d1fferenc~ through 
.td'nnccmcnu ,n 1nfotmat1on technology. c•busmcn. 
defense & intelhgcncc. tclecommun1eadons and 
more. Work hard. En1oy lofe. Send your resume 10: 
Univl?r,lty Relations Program, 8283 Greensboro On,e. 
Mclean. VA 22102: e-mail: unl"'lrsoty_relatlons@ 
bah.com. Equal opportunity employer. ViS1t us at 
www.bah.com 
Career Fair: Wednesday, October 4 
On-Campus Interviews: October 23 
Visit your Career Center tor more Cleta,!,. 
BOOZ·ALLEN & HM\ILTON 
----------------------~------ - -
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We Need 24-Hour Access 
Just past the crumbling C.B.Powell building, and across the street from the still-new bookstore, the iLab 
sits as a testimony to the University's 
commitment to the future and its failure 
to plan for the present. 
Avenue would require more security offi-
cers to ensure student safety. Just who 
thought of putting the iLab in that par-
ticular building anyway? Was the secu-
rity issue a mere oversight in the rush to 
build? We think so. 
The Information Lab at Technology 
Center, or iLab, opened its doors for stu-
dents on April 27 at midnight. With hun-
dreds of workstations, the lab was billed 
to be the University's only 24-hour com-
puter facility. The lab is complete with 
200 computer terminals, including PCs, 
Macintoshes and UNIX-based machines. 
Then comes UGL. There is really no 
excuse for this facility to shorten its 
hours. Even if the number of students 
who pull all-nighters decreases, full 
access to UGL should not diminish. 
Now, weeks into the semester, the Uni-
versity has gone back on its word to 
open the lab around the clock. So, at 2 
a.m. when many students, who also work 
during the day, get a chance to type their 
term papers they must go elsewhere. 
But where do they go? Certainly not the 
Undergraduate Library (UGL). That too 
closes around midnight, though it was a 
24-hour facility last year. 
University officials see the early clos-
ing of the iLab as an answer to the ques-
tion of security. Likewise, they see the 
early closing of UGL as a response to the 
decreasing number of students who study 
there at night. 
We disagree. 
The early closing of the iLab is an 
attempt by the University to skirt the real 
issue of its failure to hire enough securi-
ty officers to patrol the campus. If its a 
question of security, then hire some more. 
Anyone who has been here more than 
three years could deduce that putting a 
student faci lity so close to Georgia 
We applaud Howard University Stu-
dent Association President Sellano 
Simmons for voicing these concerns 
to members of the Board of Trustees 
and President Swygert. And we sup-
port him in his effort to secure 24-
hour access to these facilities . Like-
wise, we trust that President Swygert 
will work towards opening these facil-
ities on or before the November 13th 
deadline suggested by Simmons. 
Though President Swygert may have 
taken offense to the November 13 
mandate and threat to protest ("This 
President will not be threatened"), 
we believe setting deadlines is tanta-
mount to getting things done. Promis-
es of fixing things --sooner rather than 
later'' no longer satisfy the needs of 
the students. 
In the coming weeks we will be look-
ing to both Swygert and Simmons for 
leadership. Should President Swygert 
not take the lead and restore the facil-
ities to their around-the-clock status, 
then the students shall have no other 
recourse but to lift their voices with 
Simmons on November 13 . 
The Greatest Show In Town 
Forget the movie nights in Cram-ton, forget the football games in Greene Stadium. On Tuesday, the 
greatest show in town was found in the 
School of Business auditorium at the 
Town Hall Meeting. This year's first 
open dialogue between President H. 
Patrick Swygert and the student body, 
was filled with emotion, and sugges-
tions by students on how to improve the 
Univeristy. But mostly the 2 hour meet-
ing was filled with emotion. 
Students were angry with the registra-
tion process, angry with security, angry 
with food preparation in Blackburn's 
cafeteria, and angry with the lack of 24-
hour on-campus facilities. 
Nevermind that the meeting seemed 
like a feuding match at times, it still 
proved to be extremely beneficial. As 
students of this University, we encounter 
frustrating experiences on a daily basis. 
The Town Hall meeting gives students a 
medium to freely vent those frustrations. 
And vent they did. 
Nothing was left out to dry: issues rang-
ing from housing and financial aid to the 
student health center and registration 
were all addressed. Though many stu-
dents may have left with the notion that 
President Swygert performed like a typ-
ical politician and danced around the 
meaningful issues, that was not the case. 
Swygert does not have all of the answers. 
What he can and did offer were sugges-
tions and reassurances that he would 
keep the students' and University's best 
interests at heart. 
Swygert should actually be commend-
ed for providing such an outlet for admin-
istration and students. At times, he even 
told some students to personally see him 
after the meeting so he could get their 
contact information in order that they 
might get their problems worked out 
expeditiously. 
He seemed to blow his cool, though, 
when HUSA President Sellano Simmons 
vowed that demonstrations would com-
mence if facilities such as the iLab and the 
undergraduate library are not made avail-
able 24-hours per day by November 13. 
Swygert, of course, balked at the 
"threat" of a protest and asserted his 
own presidential might. 
The exchange was sharp, short and 
terse. And for just cause. Divergent opin-
ions signal protests, and protests signal 
growth and change. It is a cycle that runs 
from decade to decade. 
And at the end of every cycle of protest 
and change, just like at the end of Tues-
day's Town Hall meeting, the two sides 
-administration and student- meet 
and hug. And they thank God and each 
other for the opportunity to participate in 
the advancement of Alma Mater. 
Wow. What a show. 
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Letter to the Editor 
Proud to be African American 
Dear Edilor. 
I wanr you IO know tlwl I read t/1e s1ory. ··Why Did We 
Let Gore Use u,-,·· (9/22/00). aboul Al Gore·; sign 
·•African American, for Gore·· and I was very upsel. How 
could (Christopher Windhaml write such things? Since 
when have black people become a.shamed 10 be called 
African Arnerican'! 
I wa, ourraged when I saw people ripping off the word 
·•African"" from the signs. Are we not descendanis of 
Africa? Do we no longer want to claim that which b a 
part of u,·1 If }OU are an African American. then nothing 
on that sign should have offended you unless you were 
not a Gore supporter. 
rhal our issues need 10 be addressed. I can as,ure you 1ha1 
Bush ,von·t be as considerale. 
Blacks always seem to want an apolog): bul will an apof• 
ogy help if it is not heartfelt or sincerely contrite? Will 
an apology help if ignorance and racism still exist? Will 
an apology help if our skin color is still brown? Will an 
apology seriou,ly take away or ea.,e the hurt. oppression 
and animosity we have towards white people? My answer 
i, ··No:· So if anything. rip off the American (the land of 
free and justice for all)! II trips me out 1ha1 when we vo1e 
or are addressed we want to be called '"American··: but 
when we are seeking benefits. the color of our ,kin is very 
much important. When it boil, down to u, it", all very 
petty. I believe those before us fought too hard for us to 
trip ou1 over signs and not worry about the bigger issue 
al hand. 
I am proud to be c:11led African American because I feel 
1hat the la,t four letters in each word symbolize lhe 
essence of ourcullure: ··1 CAN"" (-ican). Lct"s just be real-
istic. we·re black! Is thai a crime. a sin. or a word 10 be 
associated with negative connotations? Gore should not 
have to apologize for anyrhing. If anything. we should be 
glad 1hat Gore acknowledges 1hat we are a minority and 
-Kellie Carter 
Freshmen. English major 
Hou;ron. TX 
Please Write Us 
We encourage our readers 10 write letters to the Edi-tor. Tell us what you think 
about the paper and ii> conten1s. 
We strive 10 produce a quality week-
ly wi1h news pages that are devoid of 
slanr or personal bias. Please address 
all letters or commenrs 10 The Hilllop. 
2251 Sherman Ave .. NW. Washing-
ron. DC.20001. You can also e-mail us 
at thehilltop@hotmail.com 
The Hilltop. Be Heard. 
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In the ;i.rticle ··Univ~"'i1y Fiw. \\'omen·s 
Ba.,kctball Cooch"" (9/2:MXl). the lormcr n.,.,.,_ 
ciatc athleLtC diroc1or was misickntificd. Dcb-
or.ih K. John'iOfl on<:e h~ld tll.lt J)O'ition and i-. 
now a probsor wi1h the Depanment of Phy-.-
i(:al Edoc:uiou and Recreation. 
In 1hc "Voices and View, .. feature (9/22/0()). 
Viana Ric\.eu·\ name wa, nfr .. spcllcd. 
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Our Culture, 
Our Problem, 
Let's Deal 
With It 
Damon Waters 
everal weeks ago the Congressional 
Black Caucus hosted a forum during their 
annual legislative conference entitled 
"HIV/AIDS: Pandemic in Africa and the Dias-
pora- Our Response" where they discussed the 
effects of HIV/ AIDS on the African Diaspora. 
They discussed the effect that the disease has 
had on our brothers and sisters across the 
Atlantic ocean in Africa and in the Caribbean, 
where it is an ever worsening phenomena that 
receives little to no attention, unlike Africa. 
Then they touched on the profound effect that 
this tragedy is having right here at home. Sadly, 
as representatives from various organizations 
made their way to the microphone to address the 
geography and epidemiology of the disease, my 
attention was drawn to a section of young people 
off to the side. These teenagers and young 
adults represented the new face of the pandemic. 
More African American children and youth are 
infected with HIV than young people of all other 
races combined. One in 50 Black men and one 
in 160 Black women are HIV-positive. AIDS 
has become the number one killer of African 
Americans aged 25 to 44. Though we represent 
a scant and arguable 13 percent of the United 
States population, we account for nearly 50 per-
cent of the AIDS cases. 
Recently, I obtained a substantial grant on 
behalf of Concerned Black Men of Philadelphia 
from the Centers for Disease Control to offer 
sex-education, pregnancy and disease prevention 
courses in the Philadelphia school system. Trag-
ically, an alarming percentage of young people 
in the middle and high schools there are becom-
ing infected and unknowingly spreading the 
deadly virus. In the plenary session hosted by 
the Philadelphia Health Department, researchers 
announced that more than a quarter of African 
American and minority youth tested between the 
ages of 13 and 18 within the county and city 
were infected with the virus. Moreover, using 
scientific deduction and measuring the burgeon-
ing rates of the silent diseases of Herpes, HPV 
and the reemergence of Syphilis and gonorrhea 
they believe that many more of them are infected 
with HIV than measured and tragically do not 
even know it. 
Why? How could we allow this to happen to 
our children? True, we can argue about where 
HIV came from and if it is a scheme created by 
purely evil people to destroy other people, but 
what good will that do? As one speaker so 
directly and eloquently put it during her speech 
as the Caucus, "We can b_tch, moan, and com-
plain about superficial things like how, when, 
and why, but it's here now and what are we 
gonna do about it?" 
I say all this to implore each and every one of 
us to take the necessary precautions, including 
abstinence, to stop the spread of this disease. 
The children in Philadelphia that we worked to 
help were having sex at earlier ages with multi-
ple partners and now what do they have to show 
for it? Washington, DC has one of the highest 
rates of infection in the nation. Trailing only 
New York and Los Angeles, the Washington, 
DC, Philadelphia and Baltimore corridor is ail-
ing tremendously from an overrepresentation of 
disease, death and despair. 
Each day I walk through the city and across 
this beloved campus and wonder how many peo-
ple I see will hear those two words and be struck 
down needlessly. Each day I realize that just 
beneath the surface there is a pandemic of epic 
proportion threatening the next generation of 
African American youth. I hear saturated in our 
music and our conversations a libidinous desire 
to "hit the skins", "shake dat ass" and "back dat 
thing up", but at what costs? Our music and the 
accompanying videos manipulate our minds into 
thinking that living a hypersexual existence is 
the only way to prove our "masculinity" or to 
show our affection for another individual. We 
have allowed our lives to be inundated with filth 
and vulgarity. Moreover, we have allowed the 
lives of our children to be saturated by obscenity 
and lewdness so profound that listening to some 
of them speak about their pubescent sexcapades 
requires an "R" rating. In the end, I merely ask 
one simple question to each of us who believes 
that "we have to take our clothes off to have a 
good time." And it is a simple question of only 
four words that each and every one of us should 
ponder each time we get ready to share ourselves 
with another person. 
Is it worth it? 
Damon Lamont Waters is a graduate student in 
the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Politi-
cal Sciences department. He can be reached at 
DarnonatHU@aol. corn. 
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Point of View By Summer Brown 
Something Pops Had Said 
Christopher Winfield 
H is message took twelve hours to sink in. I had called Pop at like, 2:30 in the morning, intending to leave him a message on the machine about how much I missed 
him and wanted to just rap on lire, man to man. He surprised me, 
though, by picking up the phone. So, I ended up telling him 
''voice to voice" how I was a bit perturbed at how rarely he ever 
picked up the phone to call me and check up on things. It was 
son1ething that had been on my mind fur the month or rwo that 
had passed since we had talked longer than 60 seconds. 
He told me rwo things that eased my tension somewhat, and 
helped me let go of the melodramatic hyperventilation-induc-
ing fears that I might have adopted. One was a reminder of his 
zodiac sign; as a Cancer, he said. he didn't like to talk about 
things and feelings with people if events were less than 
smooth. And because he had began taking Cortisone drugs 
and was hoping to avoid surgery on his arthritis-locked right 
knee (which I wouldn't have known about, unless I had called), 
he didn't want to lay the burden of his ill-health on me. 
The other thing involved a bit of family history. As I strolled 
down the subway station steps, this part washed over me and 
made me gasp out loud. "Ahh, that's why dad ... " From 1927 
to the 1950s, my grandfather waited on arrogant rich crac-
\\ 'HOOPS, I mean, waited tables on the New York State cen-
tral railway system, like a Pullman Car porter. He must have 
s~nt a lot of time alone, away from the family. But, Dad told 
me that, even though his Pop had to be away a lot, and sacri-
fice the comfort of being around home all the time, when he 
did come back everybody showed love. Pop told me how they 
could all get together and sing songs in front of the piano and 
always had enough to eat. 
So to step out of my own head for a second, I realized that in 
Dad's world, a man didn't have to physically be around all the 
time, or call, or send a lotta correspondence. Just as long as he 
remembered where home was, and came back with smiles and 
gifts for his loved ones, his consistency would be the thing for 
them to get by on. In fairness, I've never been able to NOT 
find Dad for major stuf[ 
And a lot of my anxiety about him sending me off to a board-
ing school? Well, he told me how it was natural for me not to 
be satisfied with every place to which I journeyed. He began 
his search for a nicer place to live around my age. because he 
said he really didn't like his home in upstate New York that 
much. Too cold, he said, weather-wise and emotionally. So in 
his experience, he wasn't separating me from a place I coulda 
had a whole lotta attachment to. Since he wasn't particularly 
fond of DC while we stayed there ("too many taxes" and "too 
much noise in the city. I like peace and quiet"), he didn't see 
that I might have been upset at leaving both n1y mother and the 
memories surrounding her behind as we moved from the only 
house and community of people I had ever known. 
But, see, this is why I was hurting to talk to the old man. 
Talking to your folks puts things in perspective, even if you 
aren't totally cool with things they did in the past. You need to 
check your progress, so to speak, against a benchmark/water-
mark that is longer than yours. 
I felt much more peace after that rap session ... but at the 
same time, I grew hungrier to learn more about my back-
ground before I popped out the womb, more enamored of 
being in constant contact with the people that share my blood. 
There is much to learn, many reassurances to be had, many 
joint efforts to lay groundwork for, on all sides. 
Christopher Winfield is a freelance writer. He can be reached 
at thehilltop@hotrnail.con1 
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Undergrad 
Trustee 
Report 
Charles 
Coleman, Jr. 
A7 
Last year, one of the key pillars of my campaign platform, 
the R.E.A.L Agenda, was accountability. I sought to pro-
mote my accountability to students through trustee com-
munication. Holding true to this platform point has been 
a key factor of motivation beyond being without the com-
mon resources of a phone, staff, or a budget. In this same 
spirit, I have opened up a separate email account specifi-
cally for students to contact me, held Meet Your Trustee 
Night last week, and am writing this perspective as a means 
of providing students with not only access to me, but more 
importantly, access to my ideas as someone responsible for 
representing your voice to the highest body in the land. 
Another platform point of my campaign was effectiveness. 
I sought to achieve this through establishing trustee coali-
tions with the faculty trustees, Dr. Carolyn Broome and 
Dr. Muriel Poston. We have established this alliance and 
pledged to support one another on issues that we can agree 
upon. 
Last weekend, the Board of Trustees met. It was my frrst 
Board meeting, and though we didn't vote on anything, the 
meeting exposed me to an unparalleled amount of infor-
mation. It presented me with a wider, more comprehen-
sive perspective of what all is included in the body labeled 
Howard University. As your student representative, topics 
of concern that I expressed to the rest of the Board along 
with other student leaders included access to technology, 
improvements to the Drew Hall dormitory, financial aid, 
the student health center and its services, as well as 
reopening the Undergraduate Library for 24 hour service. 
• With respect to the first and last concerns, my honest and 
frank opinion is that as Howard attempts to ascend 
through the rankings of national colleges and universities, 
it can ill afford to lag behind in the areas of access to tech-
nology and other research resources at the expense of the 
strides that we have made in recent years. We must press 
forward. As far as Drew Hall, I have championed this issue 
for four years now, and have finally made headway in the 
debate. The question has slowly evolved from what to do 
with Drew Hall to how to do it. An understandable ques-
tion of how to displace three hundred males while reno-
vations occur is currently the biggest question on the table. 
Moreover, after I help discover the answer to this, I intend 
to press for a definitive timeline. 
Another issue l raised was the alarming number of inter-
im and acting administrators throughout the university's 
entire system. This concern only increased as I listened 
carefully to the murmurs of students, student organizations, 
and some cowardly student leaders who are all in 
aggreeance that we deserve permanent and qualified 
administrators filling those positions. I anticipate a plan to 
restructure the University's administration to soon come 
from President Swygert that will spearhead the formula-
tion of search committees to permanently fill these posi-
tions. 
I encourage students to keep a watchful eye on the cur-
rent situation with D.C. General hospital. Should the hos-
pital continue to suffer hardships, it could potentially have 
adverse affects on all aspects of the entire University com-
munity, including students· pockets. I also advise students 
to familiarize themselves with President Swygert's Strate-
gic Framework for Action (SFA). This has been the defin-
itive plan guiding the University through the initial five 
years of President Swygert's tenure. As Swygert prepares 
to draft the sequel to the initial framework, it is impera-
tive that students outline for themselves what they deemed 
problematic with SFA I. Students must ensure that the 
students responsible for representing the student body on 
the SFA II advisory committee are aware of such concerns 
and address them properly. That advisory committee will 
be formed shortly, and persons interested in being con-
sidered for appointment should contact myself or HUSA 
President Sellano Simmons immediately. 
I was impressed with the student turnout at last week's 
town hall meeting with the president. Still, I would encour-
age students to push for a similar town hall with other ' 
administrators (i.e., the Dean of Residence life, the Act-
ing Dean of Student Life and Activities) that would be bet-
ter equipped to address many of the concerns that were for-
warded to the president. I hope that this report has been 
helpful, as I continue to strive at being your R.E.A.L. 
Trustee. 
Charles Coleman, Jr. is the Undergraduate Trustee of 
Howard University . He can be enwiled at : tn1steecole-
rnan@hotrnail. con, 
' 
He's the President, Not the anitor 
Ira Porter 
o I'm at the town hall meeting with about 200 hun-
dred students and President Swygert the other day. 
And come on, it seemed like people were bombarding 
him with questions that I thought they could have addressed 
' 
with someone else. Why were they jumping down his back? 
There were freshman asking the typical questions about 
roaches in their dorms, leaks from their ceilings, terrible cafe-
teria food and how people were asking them why they decid-
ed to go Howard when they could have gone somewhere bet-
ter, but they chose to go here and now they regret it. 
The whole time I'm thinking: "these are the same issues 
every year, why are they asking him about a leak in the quad? 
It is not like maintenance people come to him at the end of 
the day and tell him what is going on? He is not going to 
come and fix it himself. 
Swygert cannot really know every little thing that goes on 
behind closed doors. He is the President of this school and he 
has big picture stuff to worry about, why were they jumping 
down his back for that stuff?" 
If you have a problem about bad dormitory conditions and 
maintenance doesn't take care of it, go to your community 
director. If that doesn't work, then go to someone like 
Swygert. The thing is that I doubt if people go through all 
these channels before they yell at Swygert. 
Furthermore, why did we not bombard him with his ideas 
on where he wanted to take Howard in the Future and his 
strategic framework for action, you know, larger scale issues. 
) 
While our student leaders asked interesting questions, it 
would have helped if they would have made sure Swygert 
answered all questions completely. 
But back to my original thought. These issues are important, 
but how can we really expect him to know all of these things. 
I know it was important for some students to vent to Swygert 
because when you talk to him, maybe you feel like your point 
is really getting across because you are talking to "THE 
PRESIDENT." 
Go to your community director and if they don't handle it, 
write a note and then take it to their superiors or even 
Swygert. Why should they get paid if they can't do their jobs? 
Do not get me wrong, I am not taking up for Swygert. In fact, 
since these issues do come up every year, he should stop and 
think about it because that means that someone is not doing 
their job. He has people on staff to deal with those issues and 
if we have him in a town hall meeting we need to talk about 
issues that only he can tell us about because he knows I 00 
percent about them. 
' 
' 
' 
' 
• 
' 
Ira Porter is a junior print journalism n,ajor and the rnanag- ,, 
ing editor of The Hilltop. He can be reached at i02@hot-
mail.com 
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TEN -MEN 
DC METRO TOURNAMENT 
Friday, Sept. 29 - Sunday, Oct. 1 
M N'S VO .;;;;;..;L E~Y~.iiiiiii,iiii 
@ The BURR 
BISON vs. Delaware State U. 
6PM, Tues., Oct. 3 
& 
BISON vs. Hampton U. 
6PM, Friday, Oct. 6 
THE SHARK INTRA-SQUAD MEET 
@ The BURR Pool 
5P~, Friday, Oct. 6 
OCC · · · l-J - ,l~ ... E R . . 
@ Greene Stadium 
Friday, Oct. 6 
WOMEN vs. Stetson U. @5:30PM 
MEN vs. Florida Int'I @ 7:30PM 
~ ME ' S CC R ( I 
@ Greene Stadium 
BISON vs. South Carolina State 
3:00PM, Sat., Oct. 7 
•• 
. 
Division of Student Affairs September 2000 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 2000 
BISON ROUNDUP 
MEACFOOTBALLSCORES 
tiaOPAO UOIV •2 SQuNm Uklh 34 lat l;b(TJ)tQO YA) 
Delaware St.re 42 libtOY 25 (al Promr DE) 
tm:ard lhv 35 MArPM Sta!e 23 ffil Wiuhooton PC\ 
Flori® A&M 31 Teoomee SIJl'ft 6 fal N!aola QA) 
EiAo 13 NC MI Q tat Gcuo#XP NC) 
SC St.a:@ & Norlqlk Slalft iCUft 
SATURDAY'S GAMES 
Sct:mM for JhO wm o( sen1emtw 30 
Norfork SloJO 11 NC MT (Ggesnbpm NC\ • ZPM 
SC Stam YI Ibo Cnadal (Charfe;loo SC) · 4PM 
MEAC STANDINGS-WEEK #4 
Cooference Points Overall Points 
Team W L T For Opp Pct W L T For Opp Pct 
FIOrida A&M .......... 3 0 0 169 55 1.000 4 0 0 200 611.000 
Bethune-Cookman.1 0 0 24 6 1.000 4 0 0 89 36 1.000 
Hamptoo Univ ......... 1 0 0 26 24 1.000 3 1 0 125 95 . 750 
Howard Univ ........... 1 1 o 59 49 .500 1 3 o 96121 .250 
N.C. A&T ................ 0 0 0 0 0 .000 2 1 0 56 34 .667 
Delaware State ....... O 1 O 21 49 .000 2 2 O 114 129 .500 
s.c. State ............... o 1 o 9 64 .ooo 1 2 o 79 129 .333 
Norfolk State ........... o 1 o 6 24 .000 1 2 o 37 90 .333 
Morgan State .......... O 2 O 48 91 .ooo O 3 O 55 122 .000 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
DANCING FOOL 
Terrell Owens, the San Francisco 
49e1s• top receiver, was fined a week's 
salary and suspended for a game by 
coach Steve Mariucci on Monday for 
his touchdown celebrations during the 
49els' victory at Dallas. After both of his 
ct... touchdowns in the 41-24 victory at 
Texas Stadium, Owens sprinted to 
AP midfield and celebrated on the 
Cowboys· star logo. Some of his team-
mates said the displays fired them up, but others said Owens 
embarrassed them. Owens win lose S24,294 and won't be 
allowed to practice or meet with his leammates this week. 
ALL THAT GLITTERS IS GOLD 
In his last Olympic Games. Michael 
Johnson became the first mao to repeat 
as an Olympic 400-meter champion 
with a wire-to-wire triumph Monday 
night in 43.84 seconds, 0.56 seconds 
ahead of teammate Alvin Harrison. II 
was the ninth time the Unfted Slates 
has gone 1-2 in the even~ and thud in 
the last four Olympics. Johnson has AP 
won four Olympic medals and nine more in the wOl1d champi-
onships - all of them gold. 
DRUG CHARGES FOR 
HUNTER 
Olympic shot putter C.J. HlJ"lter, tested 
posi1ive for the perlorrnance enhancing 
drug nandrolone and faces a two-year 
suspension tt found guity of a dopilg 
offense. Hunter, who finished second at 
the U.S. trials in June. withdrew from the 
Olympics follcming surgery to repair car-
AP tilage in his left knee. 
"I know what's going on and I am aware ol the allegations and 
am going lo defend myself vigorously,' Hunter said in a state-
ment given to NBC. 
Hunter is also the husband and coach of Olympic sprinter 
Manon Jones. 
81SONROUNOUP WAS COMPILED 8Y BRAl«)()N 81MRSTAFF 
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HOME Spells Victory for the Bison Over Morgan 
Football Team Defeats Morgan State at Greene Stadium, 35-23 
By ERIC,1 N. H ot.1.r.Y-MARTIN 
Hilltop Staff Wrirer 
After a grueling trail of away-games. the Howard University Bison (1·3) finally made it home 10 be victorious om the Morgan State Be:u-s (0-3) with a 
score of 35-23 at Greene Stadium last Saturday. The Bison 
were successful at making their first home game a memorable 
one and keeping spectators on the edge of their seats through-
out the competition. 
"It feels really good." says senior running back Jermaine 
Hutchinson. who rushed for I 34 yards and scored 3 rouch• 
downs. "Everything is coming together now. We have a lot of 
talenr. and the mechmics are all coming together now.'' 
Morgan S1a1e·s offense ran strong on the shoulders of full-
back Ali Culpepper. who had an astonishing performance of 
I 38 rushing yards, I touchdown and 2 received passes for 48 
yards. It was obvious, nonetheless. that he was not pleased 
with his performmce. 
·•1 have 10 do my part like every man has 10 do." said 
Culpepper. "I feel like I could have done more. and then ue 
could ha\'e won the game. It was not quite my best career day." 
The Bison scored early in the first quarter as Hutchinson 
rushed 3 yards for 1he touchdown. Charles Card's extra point 
put the Bison in the !tad 7-0, in the top two and a half minutes 
of the game. 
The Bison did not s1ay on top for long. as a number of back-
10-back penalties and the Bears' Culpepper worked against 
them. The Bison were charged with an unsportsmanlike con-
duct penally and a face mask penally wi1hin 2 game minu1es. 
collectil-ely giving away 20 yards 10 Morgan State. The Bears 
finished it off with a t9 yard pass from quarterback Jorge Pena 
to wide receil'er Armand WaJ1ers for the touchdown. 1ying the 
game7-7. 
On the next dril'C, Townsend seemed 10 be losing steadiness. 
and, with a number of incomple1e passes, the Bison offense 
was forced 10 punt The Bison defense, howel'er. 
was not going 10 Jet Morgan score easily. The 
defensive stand on the drive was anchored by line• 
backer Norvel Goff's sack on Bears' quarterback 
Pena. costing Morgan I 3 yards. 
On the ensuing Bison drive, wide recei,-er Kevin , 
Simmonds took an "'"remely hard hit while 
blocking a carry by Townsend. Simmonds is out 
for the remainder of the season with a torn MCL 
and possible ACL injuries. 
The Bison offense once again took charge in the 
second quar1er. as Jamile Jackson was on the 
receiving cad of a 64 yard Townsend touchdown 
pass. Card·, ex1ra poin1 put the score at 14-7. 
After an unsuccessful Morgan drive. Howard 
scored again with a Townsend touchdown pass 10 
receiver Jonathan Brewer for 33 yards. A 
Hutchinson touchdown on a 5-yard carry placed 
Howard at a 28-7 advantage going into halftime. 
The rhird quarter provided Howard with a scare 
when the Bears scored 19 unanswered poinis. The 
offensil'e surge was capped off by a touchdown 
pass from the Bears' Custavious Patterson 10 
Marc Lester. pulling within fil'c poin1s of rhe 
Bison (28-23). as the quarter drew 10 a close. 
The Bison showed composure in wi1hs1anding 
the Morgan charge as Hutchinson nailed the cof-
fin with his third touchdown of the day 10 place 
the Bison in a bit more comfonable 35-23 lead. 
'-. ...: ;, 
' 
Senior star quarterback Bobby Townsend was a 
Pboio By Mark Coleman major facror ia making it all come together for the 
team. completing 7 of 16 passes for 176 )'3rds and JwnileJackson receires a~ in the Bison's 35.23 win o.-er Morgnn State. 
2 touchdo,, ns. earning him the Offensive Player 
of the Game award. Howerer, it was a vic1ory 1ha1 Townsend 
wanted more than an}1hiag. 
'Tm more exci1ed with our vic1ory than I am with the indi-
vi dual credit. Player of the Game is just the icing on the cake." 
The Bison's next game will be 1omon-0w in Tallahassee, FL, 
against Division I-AA founh-ranked Florida A&M. 
Bison Tennis Team Makes the Grade, Seeks Support 
By S111,:1 ORIE 
HWtop Staff Writer 
te:ims arc promising and the ultimate goal is 10 
win championships. 
Look forward 10 positi1·e results from 
Howard's tennis learns this year. Coach Larry 
S1rickland's reams are a mix of experience and 
young talent The learns are not just strong ath-
letically. they are reliable academically as well. 
given lo junior or senior letter winners with a 
GPA of 3.5 or be11er or are in the top t0% of 
thtir class. Okpala. "ho graduated magna cum 
laude from the School of Business, \\OD the 
awanl for the second time. A presentation cere-
mony was held last Saturday 10 mark the occa-
sion at the Banniker Sports Complex. 
Members of the team "-ere also honored by 
lhe magazine 8/ark lss11es i11 Higher 
Ed11cario11. 11,0 uomen each were placed in 
their first, second and third teams and one of 
the men's team made their AU-American 1eam. 
Howard's last tennis chan,pionship came in 
1995. Compe111ion for 1hese elusive champ1• 
onships will begin next spring. However the 
learns are imolved in tournament all of 1his 
semester and have been quite successful thus 
far. reaching the finals in three el'ents in their 
last outing. In fact the women·s team. whose record was 
17-7 last season. qualified for the 2000 
Intercollegiate Tennis Association All• 
Academic team. which is given 10 teams with a 
yearly GPA of 3.2 or better. From that team, 
Lamia Alami (3.71). Gia Landry (4.0) :ind 
Ekaterina Okpala (3.71) qualified as !TA 
Scholar A1hle1e All-Americans. The award is 
The current season is still young. but both 
Coach Strickland and the frcshm:in captain of 
the men·s team. Dwayne Pagon are looking for-
ward to a soccessful season. Pagon says the 
If the team gels before spring titles may be a 
reality. They certainly hal'e been preparing. 
training twice daily. performing conditioning 
drills from 6:30a.m. 10 7:30 a.m., and practic-
mg on court from 3:30 p.m. 10 6:00 p.m. 
Wi1h all the preparation and expectation.,. 
borh coach and players complain abour a lack 
Women's 
Team Wins 
Soccer 
Big 
Bison Beat Catholic 
By L\SMI\ HARRIS\ 
Hilllop Sllllf Wriler 
1inance. Pure dominance. 
nlinuing the winning 1rcnd of 
Bison amJ<lic teams mer Inst 
w,ekend. the Lady Bison of \\Ome11·s soc-
cer handed Catholic Uniwrsity a =-.hing 
7-0 def fat, si:oring the 1llOSI goals in school 
histo<}( 
"h's a win, and l'U take it, .. said Cooch 
MichcUe Stree~ as this latest victory puts 
the learn a1 the half-way pou11 of their sea-
son ,vith a 44-1 reoord. 
·Toe girts are finally getting into the sys• 
tern and realizing the imponance of team• 
\\M;' said Streel 
In a first half that prodoced a number of 
scoring 0Jlll0!1Ullities the L.idy Bison y 
dominated totllly. But with scoring oppor-
lunity afler scoring opportuniny !,'Olle lo 
\\.LSle. one lllllldc:rs if this was not JUSI 
another one of those days. fal!n when 
striker Erin Garner el'entually put the ball 
in the ne~ the goal was disallowed. as she 
had been ruled off-sides. 
H°''''""· as the rains came in the second 
ha!( so 100 did the goals. 
u., 7-0 
Garner even1ually finished what she had 
started \\ith an 88th minute penalt)( rub-
bing salt in the wounds of the visitor,, from 
Ca1holic. 
Now that the L3dy Bison have shown 
th,~. m addition to a consistent goal ourpu1. 
they arc also :ible 10 hOld their own in 
defense (Catholic had no shots on goal, oo 
corner kicks. and the Bison goaJkttpers 
might well not ha,e been on the pilch). 
Indeed, the second half of the season seems 
,ery promising. 
This hope is heightened when one rakes 
into aocount the fa<.1 that the majority of the 
remaining games will be either at home or 
in the tri•Slale area. 
of exposure. The relatil'ely small m1nou1 for 
S31Urday's ptc>Cntation ceremony at the neigh-
boring courts is indeed more likely due 10 a 
lack of 3\\11tcnes.< rather than a lack of interest 
Howard tennis has :in admirable record and 
there is a great chance that this will conliaued 
in 1he near future. 
The men will play in the D.C. Meiro 
Tournamcn1 this weekend. Seplember 29 
through October I. Boib learns will play next 
weekend. beginning October 4 through 
October 7. in the MEAC Championships in 
Grecn.<boro, Nonh Carolina. The team asks 
that the Howard Uoil'trsil}• community come 
out and show 111 support as the team enters 
compe1i1ion. 
Opting 10 go with an e:<,perimeotru 3-4-3 
system, which naturally favors offense 
instead of defense. there may have been 
some delraCIOIS. HO\l~'ef. this latesl dis-
play cenainly wiped 3\vay all doobts. as the 
ofren,il'e explosion in the second half def-
inirely pro"ed a positive result of the s1r.11-
egy. 
Fifty-one seconds inlo the period, Garner 
made her strike count. and opened the 
floodga1e,. The harder it rained, the more 
the goals came: 1\\0 from ou!StJlnding 
defender Khari<ma Home; one each f= 
sllker Polyanna Williams. midfielder 
Meghan Drayt0n and sub\tilute Rogjena 
Pierre. 
II may already be too late 10 secure a po,1-
season invitation from the NCAA. But a 
SU'Ong end 10 the se:ison may al:;o s1rcnght· 
en the learn ·s bid 10 return 10 a conference 
next season, a goal the Bison are prepared 
10 \\Ort hard ru achieving. 
Photo by Marlc Coleman 
Senior midfielder A1I1f Olwn oul runs a Catholic Unhmity 
de/ender in the womens record breakinJ: 7-0 victor), 
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Pagon: Howard Tennis Tearn's Rising Star 
By J ODI Rt:ID 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Dwayne Pagon, a second semester fresh-
man and soon m be Business Manage-
ment major, is exceeding expectations on 
and off the tennis court. Pagon, a native 
of J(jngston. Jamaica, is bringing success 
to Howard's men\ tennis team. 
In his firs t semester as a freshman Pagon 
earned a GPA of 4.0. puuinghim ina posi-
tion to be very successful in the future. 
Pagon is now participating in his second 
season for Howard's tennis team. acting 
as team captain. 
Pagon is bo~1 number one in singles and 
number one in doubles. the highest single 
and double playing positions that one can 
hold in tenni,. 
This will be Pagon·, tenth year playing 
tennis. He begmt exercising his talents at 
a,ummer camp in Jamaica. A coach at the 
summer camp looked on and was 
impressed at Pagon·s ability. Pagon, only 
twelve, began playing against older com-
petitors who trained seriously, and won. 
Pagon was recommended 10 Howard by 
friends and family, and what a good rec-
ommendation it was. In his flJ'st season 
Pagon made it all the way to the Division 
A finals. His present record in tennis at 
Howard is 14 wins. 9 losses. 
Before coming to Howru-d Pagon won 63 
trophies in junior tennis and made all-
juniors in the International Tennis Feder-
ation. 
Pagon stands out from the rest because 
of his abilities in his all-court game. The 
goal for Pagon's present fall season is 10 
win the MEAC championship, and go on 
to compete in the NCM . "I want 10 go 
to the NCAA Championship and show the 
college world what Howard is made of," 
•~ys P:!)lon. 
Pagon says he would like to emulate the 
famous Brazilian soccer player Pele 
because "he was the greatest ever in his 
sport. 
"Pele is ,o good at what he does, and he 
is very suave about it. He is simply the 
best of his era. and I would like to be like 
him in tennis." 
Although Pele is his role model. Pagon 
would most like to play a match with 
world-renowned tennis star Andre Agas-
si. 
"I want to be known for my skill,"adds 
Pagon. "I want to be remembered as one 
or the best to co:ne from Howard Uni-
versity." 
Pagon remembers vividly his first match 
in college tennis when he played against 
the number three player from William and 
Mary College. a player who were rankc 
fifty-second in the nation. Pagon's per 
fromance in the match exceeded both hi. 
and his coach's expectations. 
"I gave him a run for his money." say. 
Pagon, reminiscing over the match. " 
lost, but it was a very close match." 
For the future, Pagon is interested i 
returning to Jamaica to own his own busi 
ness where he can "call the shots." As f 
as tennis is concerned, Pagon says. " I 
thinking about turning pro, but I won' 
make that decision 'ti! my junior year, 
That way I can see where I stand." 
In a very short period of time at Howar 
University, Pagon has had tremendou. 
succe,s in spons and academics. Pago 
will be in action in his opening match o 
the season this weekend at the DC Me 
in Georgetown. 
Photo Courtesy or All-Pro Photography 
zymggas Picks of the Week 
By T YRONE MCCANDIFS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Here are this week's predictions by the 
man with the plan! YOU KNOW! 
SOl!fHCAROUNASTATE (l -2,0-1) 
at THE CITADEL (1-3)- This bau le 
between two in•l>!UIC rivials pits a bunch of 
Bulldogs who lost their bite. Both teams are 
reeling with SCSU being bombed a few 
weeks ago by FAMU and The Citadel being 
waxed by Clemson a week before that. Both 
teams fo\'Orlherun, but neither one has done 
that well with 11. TI1is grime will be very 
ugly. You should be happy that it's not on 
TV! Watch for the Citadel to grab a victo-
ry from a SCSU squad that ju,t refuses to 
win. 
THE CITADEL 27- S.C. STATE 13 
BETHUNE COOKMAN (4-0, 1-0) ' 'S 
MORGAN S'L\TE (0-3, 0-2) (Nassau. 
Bahamas)-Pa'trell Troutman is the class or 
the MEAC. This young man can make any-
thing happen from the quarterback position. 
includin~ making registration go a lot faster. 
Morgan ,s Mill cxperiencini, a lot of grow-
ing pains. Look for the W,ldcats to make 
their learning experience longer. 
nee 45-MORGAN STATE 20 
NORFOLK STATE 0 -2 0-1) at 
NORTii CAROLINA A&T(2-l 0-0)-11te 
Spartan,ofNorfolk State l1.M:n·1 done any-
thing in this conference since it's joined. 
Thal is why you will see them on C\'ery-
body's homecoming, I wouldn't be surprise 
if this i, A&T's Homecoming. The 22nd 
ranked Aggies' defense can slop time from 
changing. Look for NC A&T to begin 
defense or it's MEAC crown in grand fa.sh-
ion. I wondern ho Norfolk is going to invite 
for it's 53rd annual Fishbowl Classic? 
N.C. A&T 39- NORFOLK STATE 7 
HAMPTON (3-11-0) at DELAWARE 
STATE (2-2 0-1)• The Fighting Hornet, 
bombed Liberty Iai.1 weekend. while the 
Pirates had a tough time with a myi;teriou, 
Southern Utah team. Rashawn Matthew, is 
the premier quartemack in the league. while 
H,~npton ha.s i.tru~led to win some games. 
Wuh only a handful of ,w.rtcrs back. and a 
mad trip to Dover looming, Hampton won't 
be able to hide behind a neutral site this time. 
It's time for the Pirates to get a taste or their 
own medicine. A good ol' fashioned bun-
kicking, 
DELAWA RE STATE 30-HAMPTON 
10 
HO\\~\RD (J-3 l-1) at FLORIDA 
A&M (4-0 3-0J-Tiie rouru1 ranked Rattlers 
are gaining yard, by the mile and look 
poised to roll to :1 conference title. The 
''Gulf Co.N Offense" is m1,:y. and virtual-
ly no ,~am ouhide or the A!!!!ies of North 
Camlina A&T c:ui handle 11. 1l1C Bison look 
to ha\'c made the right adju,tmenlS in the 
first hair or the Morgan State game. but then 
they :tlmost let it get ;m~1y in the second half. 
nu, game i, a hard one to predict because 
Howard is s:tld to have the weapons that 
FAMU has. But they ha,-e yet to pro,-e it. 
Look f<ir HU to m.1ke this one close but to 
foll in a wild ,hool•OUl. 
FAMU 48-HOWARD 40 
Ooh La La Dancer of the Week 
Name: Dasherra Janell Walton 
Age: 19 
Born: Apri l 2, 1981 
Sign: Aries 
Hometown: Chesapeake, VA 
Major: Finance 
"I believe that God helps those 
whom help themselves. I try to 
be a positive role model and 
influence those around me." 
Write for SportsWeek 
Call Brandon @ 806-6867 
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£very hooker has a 
heart of g old, but none 
of them have herpes. 
Introducing Nibblebox.com. Tomorrow's entertainment today. 
log on fo r o riginal episodic shows, interactive cntea ta inn,ent, and the best of college radio created 
by college students with help from directors like Oc,ug Liman tSwingersl, and producers like Sherry 
Gunther (The SimpsonsJ. Because w hile it's fun making cynical comment s about entertainment 
clichCs, it's more fun to see what students are actually doing about it. 
nibbl box.com 
dig ital entertamment m short, tasty bytes. 
....... -----------------~---~-::---:;---::------------- --
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Life & Style 
Music 
Mack 10 Delivers 
By ROBERT F ORD 
Assistant Campus Editor 
Album: The Paper 
Route 
Grade: c 
Delivering a succes.,fol stint with Ice Cube 
on the highly acclaimed "Up In Smoke" tour, a 
well publicized marriage to Tionnc "T-Boz'" 
Watkins of TLC, an ascending record label. a 
motion picture and soundtmck: does not sound 
like your typical paper route. 
Mack JO is not your typical MC ei~1er. The 
former Ice Cube protege may not bump elbows 
with hip-hop's lyrically elite, but he's definitely 
one of the game's most consistent artists. 
Representing the Left coa.,t sometimes limits 
airplay in other cities (New York). "We>t coast 
artists a]ways receive the mosl critical reviews, 
the least amount of respect. and always the 
most nack about records." said Mack I 0. 
That explains why on Mack I O's last LP. 
'111e Recipe". he cooked up ingredients that 
would be delectable to all coasts: working with 
artists like Jermaine Dupri, Master P. Fat Joe, and the 
late Big Pun just to name a fe": 
"Ille P:1per Route" marks Mack I o·s fourth solo 
venture. As a seasoned vetemn, he exhibits more con-
fidence by cutting down collaborations and showcas• 
ing more of the maniac gung-ho. As long as hip-hop 
has a steady pulse. there will always be gangsta mp-
pers putting it down for their hood. Mack dime is no 
exception. banging Inglewood on the first hit single. 
"From Toa Streetz." which ,v-.is in;pired by the eight• 
ies rap group Whodini. 
Mack delivers a heat rock for all the West Coast rid-
ers on "Gangster s••T·. where producer Jazz He con-
cocts the best track on the album (strongly resembles 
Ha Ea,tside "Got Beel" and will definitely get the 
party cmckin). 
Mack puts m1 end to the notion of west coast rappers 
lacking creativity on "Dope" where he uses a 
metaphor to describe himself in relation to dope, simi-
lar to Nas' "I Gave 
You Power" and "Money ls My B* .. h.'' 
He keeps tl1e hip-hop ecstasy craze alive with the 
bleak "Pop x•· which features Xzibit and company a., 
they exchange c;ipers of their drug-induced frolic 
adventures with chemically intoxicated groupies. 
Groupies no longer :,trike the interest of Mack 
because of new wifey T•Boz. who pops on "Tight To 
Def' which builds on Volume I O's "Pistol Grip 
Pump" bent. Unfortunately. her throat vocals and this 
thumping beat don' t make for a good marriage. 
Nothing could make a Westside Connection reunion 
sweeter than a Timbaland produced track. With so 
much talent on "Nobody". I'm sure nobody will be 
disappointed with this trnck. 
Throughout the album. at times there is a dearth of 
lyrical content and the beats sometimes waver. but 
there is enough concrete music on 'The Paper Route" 
to compensate. With trncks such as the tongue lashing 
of Mack's ex-girlfriend on "Spousal Abuse". which 
features the promising 18-year-old Techniec. and the 
usual dosage of pimp s**t on "Pimp or Die". which 
features game from none other than Mr. Pimp himself, 
Too Short. there is no doubt that Mack 10 has a hit. 
Overall. Mack IO keeps his paper route short and 
;weet. something that has became a lost art in the 
world of hip-hop. With no excess baggage. The Paper 
Route clocks in under 50 minutes. Mack delh-ers just 
enough to remind us why we lo~-e oongin on wax. 
Whats Happening? 
Entertainment Briefs 
CO,\IPIUl.t) UY B RA 'IOON A . Mt LI.ER 
Hi lltop Staff Writer 
Russell Simmons· brainchild website. 360hip-hop.com. has been sold to BET not even two 
m~nths since its _launch. With the merger. 30 percent of the employees were lost during the tran• 
Silton. The website was supposed to be the holy grail of urban entertainment. 
DMX has inked a publishing deal with Harper Entertainment for the rights to his autobiography, 
"DMX: A Dogz Life". The rapper will team up with music editor. Smokey Fontaine. to tell his 
story. 1--------------------------The always busy Spike Lee has signed on to direct a Huey P. Newton story for BET Movies. The 
movie will be based on the life of tile co-founder of the Black Panther Party. The lead role of 
Huey P. Newton will be played by actor Roger Guenveur Smith. 
Jay-Z is complet ing his fifth album which will be entitled ''fhe Dynasty Rock La Familia 2000." 
The video ~or the first single. "Parking Lot Pimpin", j ust finished shooting in Los Angeles and 
the song will feature Jigga's protcgt!s. Beanie S iegel and Memphis Bleek. The album is sched-
uled for relt:ase on October 31st. 
f?r. Dre and Metallica arc putting more pressure on Napster by aski ng many prestigious universi-
ties to cut off access to the MP3 file sharing company. The schools that received the letters are 
Boston Unjversity. Columbia. the Georgia lns1itu1e of Technology, Harvard. MIT, Princeton. Stan• 
ford. UC Berkeley. UCLA. University of Michigan, and University of Virginia. 
Mary J. Blige and Macy. Gray are among the artists confi rmed to perform at the Mi ll ion Family 
March on October I 6tl1 m Washington, D.C. The event is being organized by Nation of Islam 
leader. Louis Farrakhan and will also mark the fifth anniversary of the Million Man March. 
I Kelly Pnce and Erykah Badu are also scheduled to perform at the march. 
The Final Thought 
Ever wonder 
why the automatic 
doors in Blackburn 
never work??? 
just a thought ... 
-TI1c final thought is a collcc1ion of tmnin:'lliQ1h by Hilltop edito~ and Maffc~ 
Health 
Herpes: A cure for her? 
By MAKEBRA A NDERSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The day has dawned when there may finally be a cure 
for one of the most common sexually transmitted dis• 
cases. Herpes is a disea,e caused by the Herpes Sim• 
plex Virus (HSY) and infects more that 45 mi ll ion peo• 
pie in America. HSY is a virus that comes in two 
forms: HSV- 1 and HSV-2. HSV- 1 iscommonly 
known as oral herpes. Jt infect, the mouth and lips 
causing cold sores and fever blister,. Oral herpes can 
primarily be seen in small children and many outbreaks 
that occur in adults are a reaction from early childhood 
infections. HSV-2. also referred to as genital herpes, is 
no1 as easily recognized as oral herpes and is the mo,1 
severe form of herpes. often causing a cluster of blis• 
tery sores on the vagina. vulva. cervix, penis. or ,mu,. 
There is no recognized cure for herpes. but that could 
all change according to Dr. Spottswood Spruance. a 
professor of medicine at the Uni\'ersity of Utah. Sim-
plirix (a mixture of pmtein from the outer shell 'or geni• 
tal herpes and a piece of bacterial toxin to kick ,tart the 
immune sy:,tem) is now being tc,tcd as a possible vac-
cine for the herpes disease. However. don't get too 
excited because this vaccine doesn't work in men and 
only works in women who have never had cold ,ore,. 
Approximately 2.714 people, 988 of whom were 
women. participated in a study for 19 month, testing 
the drug Simpli rix . The drug was given 10 people 
without herpes. but whose sex partner, were infected 
with the disease and to people who were .iffected with 
HSV-1. It proved 75 percent effective io women with• 
out HSY- I or HSV-1 and completely ineffective in 
women with HSV- 1 and in men. So. if you already 
have HSY-I or if you arc a man it's too late for Sim• 
plirix, but there are a host of other medications to sup• 
press outbreak, and help prevent the spread of this dis-
e<.1se. 
It almost ,eems unfair that thh vaccine is on ly target-
ed for a small percentage of the 45 million Americans 
infected with herpe,. Herpes. aloni; wi1h many other 
sexually transmitted diseases. are known to affect 
women more than men. This gender difference i~ also 
shown in how well this vaccine along with other exper-
imcnrnl vaccines work. 
Men arc le" likely to benefit from Simpli rix because 
when infected with the Herpes Simplex Virus they are 
more likely to have sores. curs. and scratches on the 
penis leading directly to the blood stream making it 
harder to light the virus that cause, the herpes disease. 
"Simplirix is a new drug and the full mea,ure of how 
well the vaccine works will 1101 be clear for some time 
since the virus can lie dormant for years." ,ays Or. 
Spruance. "Some of the people who were infected. but 
didn't have the dheru.e. at any time in the future could 
get the ,Ji,ea,e." So. until it can be tested further Sim• 
plirix will only target women who are pregnant and 
young girl, who ha\'C yet to become sexually active. 
Think you have style? 
then you should be writing for 
Life & Style, contact Tori @ 
806-6867 
DO YOU F EEL YOU HAVE 
WHAT IT TAKES TO BE 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES 
AND COLLEGES 
IFSO 
GET AN APPLICATION 
FROMTHE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
ORYOURSCHOOUCOLLEGE 
DEAN'S OFFICE 
DEADLINE: 
OCTOBER 2, 2000 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 806-7000 
... ---------~~~-------
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Book Review 
'Sex and the City' Author's 'Blondes' Seek Out Sexmates 
sray at his home in !lie Hrunptons for the summer. She gives 
him sex, and he gives hera summer of luxury. Fairtmde. right7 
Tiie sad thing is. Janey doesn't care if he's ugly. ,mall (if you 
know what I mean) or a complete wacko as long as she gets 
10 stay at a nice house in the Hamptons. Tiie crazy men she 
comes into contact with provide for some interesting reading 
however. (If you ever thought your sex life was unusual. don't 
worry.) Jruiey use,. men and they ollen treat her accordiJ1gly. 
on lier. too. It's a big back-stabbing fest. But mnidst the liesru1d 
deceit. life goes on for the happy couple. 
for a ,ugar daddy? Are they merely whores. or are they just 
By MELISSA ALEXANDER 
Daily Thxan (U. Tuxas-Austin) 
(U-Wl:RE) AUSTIN, lexas- Sex, sex and more sex. Did I 
mention lhis book is about sex7 
New Yorker magazine sex columnist Candace Bushnell 
caught readers and HBO's attention with her first novel. "Sex 
and the City.'' Now for your reading pleasure. Bushnell brings 
us "Four Blondes." Her second novel is a collection of four 
novellas. each taking a sneak peak into the rumultuous exis-
tence of four women living the so-called ritzy New York life. 
Readers are given entranee into the glamorous world of the 
rich and fan1ous. But upon passing through the door, the focade 
breaks down. And what ,v.i.~, at first. an exciting read gives way 
10 a depressing reflection of how women are perceived. 
Janey is thesrarofthe first novella titledNioe N'Easy. (Each 
novella ·s title implies that each of !lie fuur blondes didn't come 
into their hair color natumlly. ) Janey is a former model who 
never made it 10 the rank of supermodel. Each year. slie sets 
out on a mission 10 seduce a rich guy who will invite her 10 
Bu~ in theend,Janey wants to be 10\\Xl. She thinks she\ fuund 
love with a famous movie producer. 'That is, until ,he finds out 
that the re.'IS0!1 he will only ha\'!! ru1al sex with her is to avoid 
that little complication called pregnancy. 
On top of that. she finds out he's engaged to anotlier woman. 
There are so many men in Janey·s life. it's sonietimes hard 10 
keep track of who ·s who. 
Winnie & Princess Cecelia 
In Hig)llights (For Adults). WinnieDiekc is asucees.sfuljour-
nalist who's having doubts about her journalist husband 
b\':cause lie's noc ,,s~uccessful as ,tie had hoped lie'd be. So what 
doe. she do7 Slie cheats on him. But guess what? He cheat~ 
Platinum is about Princess Cecelia. a cr.u:y. pill-popping wifi: 
of a prince. Aller re.'lding lhis stor}tevery rn,1J1 will want to have 
his girlfriend or firu1cee cxrunined by a ps}~hiatri\t. I would 
run from this wom:u, if I e,-er met her on the ,trcet. Slie suf-
fers from paranoia and is u1i~1able 10 say !lie le.LSI. 
NOi helping the situation is Cecilia ·s new best friend. who's a bit 
on loony herself she\ an acrress :occu,,cd of ~illing her husband 
TilC "Sex Columnist" 
Tiiefinal nmella,Single Process is !lie only Mory that will leave 
you with a smile on your face. Unlike !lie Olhers. lhis tale l~'lS a 
happy ending. It's abo111 a single Manhamu, sex colwnnisr 
(remind>'™ of anyone?) who i,,1i1 getting anyyoun1,>t.1: Slie w.u,rs 
10 fmd a husband so she travels to London where she he:u-s that 
Englishmen. despite being terrible ,hag:,. are easier 10 snag. 
The unfonunate tlting about this novel is Ihm Bushnell has 
pruntedapictureoftheserour,'°rnenasgold-diggers. Whether 
Bushnell is endorsing or ridiculing lhis is hard 101cll. Tiieques-
tion is, are these ,mmen looking for lo,e or arc tliey looking 
misunderstood? 
Perspectives, obviously. will differ according 10 whether 
you're a rn:u, reading this book or a woman reading this book. 
A man will possibly come away with what he thinks is a reaf. 
firmed auirude that the only thing ,mnien want is money. And 
a number of female readers may accept this book a.~ the truth-
ful attitude of some ,mmen in society. But upon reflection. it's 
a depre.s.,ing view of relationships, marriage and that elu;ive 
thing called love. 
Sure. this book is entenaining. and I \\oold recommend it to a 
friend Any book that niake. you lhink about how you and Olh-
ers fit into dliscrnzy oorld is ,mnh the read. People aren't tor sale. 
are they7 People can live a happy middle-class lire. can't lhcy7 
Self-intere...r is nOI a surprising theme in Four Blondes. but 
is Bush,iell trying to help us see the error of our ways. or is she 
jUSI telling it like ii is? 
These characters· lack of per..onal goals and drained spirit 
are sure 10 keep Four Blondes out of the running for Oprah's 
Book Club. However; maybe Oprah may be ju.st what they need. 
CD Review 
LL Cool J's ''G.O.A.T! Not 
Exactly the Greatest of All Time 
By D USTIN SEIBERT 
Michigan Daily (U. Michigan) 
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR. Mich. - "Why am I 
named the Greatest Of All Time? ·cause for 15 years I 
kept y'all standing in line:· This bar from the intro of 
Mr. Smith's eighth solo venture, G.O.A.T.: Greatest Of 
All Time. basically sums up L's general intention for 
his new album: To let the masses understand that his 
tenure in the rap game should be cause for his self-pro-
claimed "greatest" title. However, should longevity ever 
be a sole cause for greatness7 It's been 15 years since a 
16-year-old James Todd Smith dubbed himself LL Cool 
J (Ladies Love Cool James) and released his freshman 
album. Radio, on Def Jam Records. And it has been IO 
years since he released his magnum opus, Mama Said 
Knock You Out. Somewhere between the laner album ·s 
release and the year 2000. LL stopped being taken seri-
ously as a "real" rap arti,1. II could have something 10 
do with his newfound TV sitcom stardom and role 
model image. II could have to do with word that he 
folded over during his 1998 beef with fellow hip-hop-
per Canibus. Or it could just be the fact that he is two 
years into his 30's, a "touch-of-death" age for almost 
any rapper. LL spoke of retirement after his disappoint-
ing 1997 album Phenomenon (Def Jam). but sure 
enough you can't keep a good ego down. 
G.O.A.T. is unquestionably full of more misses than 
hits. The album begins with an intro sampled from 
Cappadonna·s •97 Mentality. LL displays his finest lyri-
cism, telling his fans know that he is here 10 stay. ver-
bally squashing all competitors and maintaining hi< 
place on hi< throne. We are then treated 10 "Imagine 
That." the album's first single. where LL takes us 10 a 
carnal fantasy world. painting visions erotic enough for 
a man 10 want 10 grnb a honey and start role-playing 10 
the record. All of this over a nice. thumping beat pro-
vided by Rockwilder. In the next two tracks ··Back 
Where I Belong," featuring Ja Ruic. and "LL Cool f' 
he again rea:;;,ures us that he is. in fact. the greatest 
unequaled. 
Unfortunately. the rest of the album goes downhill. LL 
may be anempting to shake the image of the ladies' 
rapper. but he is doing a very poor job of it. On the 
tracks ''This Is Us" and "You And Me:· featuring the 
respective vocal talents of Carl Thomas and Kelly 
Price. he further sheds the hardcore image he wants 10 
maintain. The rest of his material is boring and repeti• 
1ive. Not even the combined efforts of the dynamic duo 
of Method Man and Redman. OMX or Prodigy from 
Mobb Deep can save this album from the almost guar-
anteed short replay value. Dull content combined with 
lackluster production from DJ Scratch and the Track-
ma.,ters make this comeback venture not so inviting. 
LL Cool J still has the talent in him. despite a string 
of dis.1ppoin1ing album~. However. he is. by no means. 
the "Greatest Of All Time." He is a pioneer of hip-hop 
and he should be respected for this. He believes that his 
longevity alone makes him the best. but stars do fall 
and this star has fallen from the world of hip-hop he 
once dominated. much like another rapper-turned-TV 
sitcom star who shall go unnamed. Don·1 Buy it. Burn 
it. Grade: C+ 
LSAT C LASSES START : 
Sunday, September 24 
Tuesday, October 3 
GRE CLASS ES START: 
Thursday, September 21 
Wednesday, October 4 
GMAT CLASSES START: 
Wednesday, September 20 
Tuesday, September 26 
Reserve your seat today! 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN. 
kapt est_com 
,., , ,,, .... , ",,. ,, ►,. ,, 11 ,,. ,. ,,voe °""•·t1 
Save a few bucks and catch a ride home in Billy's car! ..• with Jason, 
Thomas, sleazy Andrew, crazy Jennifer, Kevin and smelly Bob. Oh, and 
B1.lly needs the car back on Sunday. Be sure to bring fifty bucks for 
gas and tolls . .. whateve-r! How 'bout some personal space? Maybe 
leaving on your own time, with some a/c, more leg room, a bathroom ••• and 
on some schedules, even a movie. Take your next ride home with 
Peter Pan/Greyhound. And leave smelly Bob behind. 
Peter P.=11rrl/, GREYHOUND. 
www.peterpanbus.com www.greyhound.com 
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engage' 
... a voice for all genres of arts, expression and thought ... 
Art Exhibit 
'Audible' Debuts at Smithsonian 
By ELIAS ADMASSU 
Hilltop _Staff \Vri1er 
panerns interac1 with this and the music itself." 
Looking at a thumb piano. one can see the skill and time 1hat goes into 
carving the wood designs and shaping the metal keys to produce its soft 
Arulible Artworks: Selected Africtm M11sical {llstr11111ents is an exhibil 
running from June 5. 2000 through April 8. 2001. It fea• 
lures visually captivating African instruments. sample 
recordings or music made by instruments displayed. and 
Jive performances. Some of 1he ins1rumen1s include the 
thumb piano from Angola, the drum from Ghana, and the 
sis1rum from Ethiopia. 
strum. 
JNJ:'QRMAJ]QN 
Admbsion to tht National 
M11stum of ~1/rican Ari is/rte 
and •·isUon an tntoura,:td to 
call for mart information 
about liYt ptr/ormar,cts at 
(20Z) 357./.6()() txtrnsio11 291. 
Tht National .\111stum of 
Afritan Art is /,x:attd at 9SQ 
/11dtpendt11ce AP,. SIi; \lbsh-
ilrRlon DC. 
A drum from Ghana is particularly impressive. It is can•ed 
from wood and decorated with hide and metal. with its base 
carved like a lion and its sides decorated with elephants. 
snakes, and figures from the sky. This three-foot drum is the 
artwork of the Asante. Seeing these works is only pan of the 
treat. 
The recordings are songs that celebrate the traditional life of 
their respective countries. One is a song that celebrntes a 
Yoruba wedding. As the drum produces an endless rhythm, a 
0ute and chimes can be heard in the background. The effect 
is a rolling melody with a rhythm that at times speeds up. 
then naturally slows down like the wind. Another song cele-
Pc1er Pepim, Director of Education at the National Muse-
um of African Art. has worked hard 10 make the exhibit 
possible and sees a deeper purpose behind 1he melodies. 
"ln an art museum, you're no1 looking al the other aspects 
of the artistic form:· says Pepim. '·We wanted 10 have bo1h 
visual and audible expression as works or art. Because 
visual expression is very important to art museums, we 
asked how we could put visual expression into music. You have 10 bring 
the object out, so that people can see the form. The intricate designs and 
brates harvest time in Burkina Faso using gourd drums and a 
xylophone. The joyful melodies tell of being light hearted and relieved 
after the hard work of harvesting grains. 
Pho<o by FrJllko Khoury 
The drum oftheAsanlt 
1,oople of Chana is jU>t 
one instrument featured 
nl the National Mustum 
of African Art through 
L._ ____ __ _;:::., ________ __J April 8, 2001. 
Art Exhibit 
ADORE ADORE Visiting Africa for a Night 
By TtfFANYBROIYNE of drums ranging from a set of bongos 10 a bass andadrum. He10ldthestoryofaboywhodi.sobeyed 
Hilltop Staff Writer drum. Ngwa a.,ked people from the audience to vol• his father. The audience listened attentively as the 
Poetry 
Your corny voice imperson-
ations 
The lost expression your face is naturally painted with 
Your arrogant sense of humor 
l adore them all for I adore you 
Every word other poets spit cannot compare, 
every glance we share, every small brush of your nesh 
against mine, you 
pierce my inner being and have me reminiscing on the 
freedom and carelessness of childhood for if you were 
mine, "nothing even matters at all," for 
l adore you 
l want the Dwayne Wayne/Whitley Gilbert type of bond 
'cause l don't want to be with you forever, but beyond, 
I just want to be your girl 
so let's not worry about ifs, ands, or buts or 
that I'm this and you're that for 
I adore you 
So if yon·re thinking half of what I'm feeling 
I know your world is in an uproar 
·cause mine is anew with the thoughts of a possible you 
and I 
so place your hand in mine then we can Oy to the 
clouds, break through this matrix and start the 
untelcvised revolution for 
I adore you 
Now for the sake of brevity, I' 11 just say meet me at the 
end of the block 
before the street lights go out, 
circle yes if you 'bout it 
and we can begin our journey of internal, eternal bliss 
for 
I adore you boo, damn 
Will you be mine·? 
-Dana Crawford 
Got Poetry? 
Call Ginger! 202.806.6867 
Students could not help but sw-Jy their bodies or bob 
their heads 10 the hypnotic beat of drums as they 
entered the Smithsonian's African Art Museum. 
September 20'h marked the first College Night event 
held at the African Art Museum in Southwest DC. 
Students came from several universities from around 
the area to take part in the event: George Mason. 
Georgetown, Howard. and Johns Hopkins. 
When hosting the event. coordinatOr Janice Kaplan 
wanted to reach out 10 the District's college students. 
Kaplan explained that many students are either 
majoring in international studies. simply interested 
in this areaofthearts,orare not all that familiar with 
the history. Kaplan further explained that the event 
was also given to encourage students 10 take inter• 
est in internships with the Smithsonian Institution. 
One of the featured events was a fashion presenta-
tion by Travis Winkey and the Fashion Beat of Bal· 
timore. Models struned around the museum as if it 
were a catwalk. wearing African-inspired fashions. 
and would "vogue" a, students took pictures with 
them. 1be w-.lldrobe mnged from mud 
cloth with black and ivory colore.d 
designs 10 )men material trimmed with 
a colorful kente print. 
Dozens of females gathered in a 
gallery to watch Pamela Botchway 
gh-e :, demonstration on headwrap-
ping. The Ghana native explained that 
the colors represent the mood of the 
person we.1ring the headwrap. "Brighi 
colors mean that you are happy. Dark 
colors represent unple.1santness. Red 
and black represents the death of a 
loved one," said Botchway a, she 
wrapped her own head using the two 
colors. Botchway also explained that 
certain wraps have specific names. 
Botchway demonstrated a headwrap 
called "the housewife.'' In demon-
s111uing ''the housewife", Botch way 
took a piece of material. folded it diag-
onally. laid it Oat on her head and lied 
it in the back. 
The event·, live music entertainment 
consisted of a drummer from 
Cameroon. Joseph Ngwa w,L~ the first 
drummer students heard as they 
entered the museum. With his variety 
Northern Trus1 ·s al1 abolj' c:aH. hon· ., _ · •·· ::•1e•it to our c,1,ents, to the depth and breadth of our career develo-pment 
trac~s lor AH !'tO. t,LSl C:"'•t>'-)<lt~ F, ........ ~ • ••. .-.,:• · 3n 'i'ax1m,zo your full career potential Y.hen you become a memh-er of 
one ofoJr r.)(-·,t- r.p" ·t Pro 1•1 ·•·c. .. 
Corporate & Institutional Services 
Summer Interns 
What's comin8 up? 
Wednesday, October 4th 
Career Fair 
10:00-4:00 
Blackburn Center Ballroom 
For more .-.for'l"la:10'\ about Northern Trust. these devel0pmen1 pcograms and 
c3reec events v1s,t our web s,te at 
www.northerntrust.com/oncampus 
Northem Trust o ffers competitive salaries. ,n-depth tra,rnng. and exceptional benefits 
1n a orofessionaUy oncouraging wotk environment 
Northern Trust 
Attn: VG/College Relations 
50 S. LaSalle St., M-5 
Chicago, IL 60675 • Fax: 312•5;7-2734 
E-mail: lg 18@ntrs.com 
(i) Northern Trust 
l::.xprrfrnCI' <mr »·i111,i11g wt1ys. 
Northern Trust Is an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to a diverse workplace. 
unteer 10 play a set of drums. Together Ngwa and story was being told. 
the audience created a harmonious blend or drum• African inspired refreshments were served as well. 
beats. Even a cowbell ,v-J., used. Alongside the stage Washington based Med D1cring and Casa Africana 
a group of people danced to the beat of the drums. Restaurant provided a v-.irie1y of fingerfoods stuffed 
Sir China Peters and the Afro-Juju Band were the with chicken, beef, and cheese. 
two bands that ga,-e an ethnic rhythm to the evening. As the event ended, students agreed that they hoped 
The crowd was entranced by the band's blend of soca the museum will host a similar event next year. 
and African music. One could not help but notice 
the lead ,inger"s likeness 10 James Brown as he per-
formed a ,plit and screamed. 
On the lower level of the museum. two workshops 
were given. Henna. temporary tanoo, of different 
Adinkra symbols. were being done. One of the pop-
ular symbols chosen by people being tanooed wa.~ 
the "Sankofa." The "sankofo'· i, a heart symbol with 
the curved portion of the heart swirled. According 
10 a guide provided by Shiv and Joyce Kumar of 
'fora ·s Gallery of Washington. the "sankora·· sym-
bolizes the idea that a person·s ])3Sl experiences 
muM be a guide for the future. 
The second workshop involved storytelling. 
Ana,egromma of Ghana told a ,1ory through words 
The Hilltop 
We've got the 
community's 
news 
-~❖ ·1,, .'. 
l.K\<, . 
, p: ....  , 
-~ ~ 
Enjoy A Night Of 
Carif>f>ean Cu(ture 
For more information contact 
:m1-o 10-0411•~01-352-5166 
Tickets are available at 
Potomac Adventist Book Center 
12004 Cherry Hill Rd,, Sliver Spriog 
ADMISSION 
$10 Now 
$12 at Door 
Children under 12: $7 .00 
f\\ETROPOLITAN 
SYMPHONY 
STEEl 
(ORCHESTRA 
_...-j& 
Sound, of 
Culture 
in Concert at 
High Point High School 
3601 Powder MIii Road . Beltsville. MD 
September 30, 2000 
at 8 p.m. 
A brnefit/Or .Nort/J,r11 ( ,r1rihb1'1111 ( 111irrn1~ 
-----------~---------------~------------------------ --------------------------------~--~-------------~------
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Theater Review 
Playwright Talks About Her 
Past With Drugs and 'The 
Process' of Healing 
.By GJN(;F.R SKl',~EK 
Engage' Edilor 
Reco\'ering drug and alcohol addicts dominaled 1he scage 
in lhe Armour J. Blackburn Ccnler's audi1orium lase week-
end in 1heir produce ion of "11ie Process." Cre:ued and direc1-
Up Out of the Woods." 
Acappella versions of "He.iven is Looking Down On Me" 
and "So Hard 10 Say Good-bye" performed by the recover-
ing angels. serenacled and defined tlie play·s darkest and most 
hurtful scenes of hopeless drug abuse. 
Creek-Vann says chat 97 percen1 of the play·s cast are recov-
ed by Ka1hy Creek-Vann. a former -----------------------
Howardi1e, '1l1e Process·• dramalires the "'T'h p " · th h d b t lowesthi!!,hsofdrugandalcoholabuscand 1, e rOCeSS lS e ar, -Core, U 
1hesalva1ionfound1hroughrecovery. so.ft-edged story oifdrug and alcohol 
Creek-Vann. a recovering cocaine addict 'J • 
l
whohasbccnclcanforo\'erlwoyears.cre- addiction from its onset through recov-
aled ''The Process" afler a friend sugges1ed 
1he ide,11oher. Afcersold-ou1performances ery, or in some cases, death. 
al several 1hea1ers, including The Living -----------------------
S1age ·n,e.i1er. Creek-Vann and produc1ion company. S1r8- ering addic1s of four years or less who have found healing 
N-Up, shared her ideas wi1h Universily sponsor Roberta through recovery. She dedica1es "'The Process" 10 sevem.l 
McLeod. who arranged for ''The Process" to come 10 loved ones lost 10 addic1ion. including a close friend who 
Howard. relapsed and passed away in August Creek• \'.um admits lh.11 
'The Process" is lhe hard-core. bu1 soft-edged s1ory of dru,g she starred using drugs afcer taking home materials from her 
and alcohol addic1ion from i1s onset through recovery, or in laboratory job 10 make cocaine. "h starts oul fun. but 
some cases. death. The play features an ongoing ba1tle becomes a downfall." says Creek-Yann of her experience 
between the reco\'ery angel, who represents the goodness of wi1h drugs. "You can't jus1 say 'no.' h really takes a lot of 
life wi1hou1 drugs, and Satan. who represents evil. "Count work to get out of the grip.'" 
I 
Cm.clmla,'' crea1ed by the play's Tubal. embodies addiction Creek-Vann is currently working on a new production that 
with a rhyming talc of a cmck addict and what ex cremes he she hopes 10 title 'The Hypocrite." Tus upcoming play will 
will cake 10 "gel a rock." Tobal lacer sings of lhe enligh1en• cell 1he s1ory of a Baptise minis1er. stripper. and a Mm;lun \'Cn-
1 ment found through rec_ovcry in hi, inspimtional "Running dor. 
Poetry 
Hi-Tech Mammies: 
lA Tribute to Hattie McDaniels 
And Hollywood said. 
"Let !here be mammy" 
And !here was ... 
Strong. Black. Heavy set. Ma,;culine 
woman 
it is her predestined calling 
as your television screen 
beconies lhe mind\ pl:u11ation 
her royal headwmp 
has been reduced 10 
a 1anered m.g 
carefully tied over lier forehead 
guarding or better yet. concealing 
lhe ln1ellcc1 W0\'Cn in jel black 
strands. 
Bm.mled wilh a ,v-J.rm Demising smile 
revealing a moulhful of i,ory teelh 
eJ(haling her people's oppression 
10 inhale bleak escapades 
of her misunder.;tood white masters 
Auntie's bosom becomes !heir cradle 
as she lulls tliem 
deeper ... deeper ... deepcr 
into the realities of 1heir imaginacion 
and invites them 10 recline 
on her proudly slumped shoulders 
Academy awards pal her 
on the back 
and Hollywood proclaims, 
"We lo\'e our Black mammy" 
synonymous for thank you 
for nurturing ou.r stereocypes. 
Anjemima then gives birch 
10 little Colored Chillun$. Pickanin-
nies 
who slip into the cmcks 
and beconie African goddesses 
Lena Honie. Dorothy D,111dridgc, 
Dihann Carol 
Hollywood attempts 10 close i1s eyes 
but !heir seducing Vibrancy 
causes !hem 10 peek 
Hypno1ized by the unknown 
Rounded stomachs of those 
Hi-tech Mammies chin OUI 
their wombs produce 
gun IO!ing Foxy Brown bombshells 
Professional Claire Huxtables 
who work to satisfy the hearl's desire 
and Angela Basse1s who cap1iva1e lhe 
spirit 
So Mammy looks down 
upon her creation 
no longer Hollywood's puppet. 
"And this ... is good" 
Mammy says. 
-Gianna "Quiet Fire" Baker 
Exhale Poetry 
-Inhale-
Have you ever held )Our'breath 'Iii your blood vessels explode. 
You feel dizzy and your pulse slowed? 
-lnhale-
You take in a gasp and breathe out at death 
-lnhale-
11 seems crazy to make your vi~ion ha1.y and your head swirl. 
But that's just the way you embrace the world 
-lnhale-
You keep in yourself ' til your chest is tigh1, 
Try to do what you think is righ1, 
What your sister said you should or your brother might 
-lnhale-
lf you're lucky. real lucky you might ~ee sevemy-five winters. summers. 
springs, and falls, 
Tit your eyes close and your chest finally falls 
-Inhale-
You taught yourself to doubt and not believe, 
To fuc* and not conceive, 
Ne,cr give. but on ly receive, 
No truth you only deceive 
-Inhale-
You could smoke the bombest tress. 
'Til you freeze up and your chest starts 10 wheeze. 
But it won't make you forget your father's seed 
And your parents struggled, so you could achieve 
-Inhale-
Get your degree. but own your deeds, 
You make money, bu1 money can't help you ea~e. 
When you're in your bed and death is in your sheets. 
Stop inhaling al l the time nigga and just Mart brc:1the! 
-Exhale-
-Wally Cambridge 
"FISTS" (REVOLUTIONARY STANCE) 1998. By Shannon Ph.ilique Washington 
If you have ;my artowrk that you would like to be included in this section please call Ginger 
at 202.806.6866 
You can satisfy both desires with a career at ThoughtWorks. You'l l remain constantly challenged working with technologies like EJ8s, JSP, 
and Vitria BusinessWare on complex, enterprise-transforming projects for Fortune 1000 cl ients. At the same time, you'll be secure in 
• 
the knowledge that since its start-up in 1993, ThoughtWorks has profitably grown into a leading provider of 828 custom app development 
and system integration services. So stop looking, and look us up today. 
If you're interested in becoming a FULL-TIME 
APPLICATION DEVELOPER for ThoughtWorks, 
come hang out with us at CAREERS EXPLORATION in the Blackburn 
DAY PROGRAM 2000 at Howard University 
from 10:00 
on OCTOBER 4. E-mail your cover memo and resume to work@thoughtworks.com 
or visit us on the web at www;thoughtworks,com. 
• ··.: '. · ' · Chicago - San Francisco - New York - Toronto - Nashville • Melbou'rn 'e ·,: ,. · . . :;. ·. '.'':'.~,,,:~--- . 
• • . ,,. f' I' ,1 • 
' • , ' ', • • 4 : • ' I ~ ', I 
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The more you see the better we look • 
Got your eyes peeled for a great career opportunity? It'll be right under your nose soon. 
KPM G will be nearby looking for new talent. If you want to work with global clients, on innovative 
professional services projects, in a culture that rewards individuality, then make sure "'re see you 
while we're in the neighborhood. It'll open your eyes to a whole new future . 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
E 
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Calendar September 29 - October 5 
Friday, 29th 
Lyricist Lounge alums include Foxxy Brown, pre-ghetto fabulous Biggie Smalls, KRS·One, and b·boy apostle 
Nos Def. For information, call 202-554-1500. 
Blame It an Jane is running at the State Theatre, 220 North Washington St., Fairfax, VA. Showtime is 
7pm and tickets are $7. For information, call 703·237-0300. 
Kim Coles is fE,atured at Jokes ·on Us Comedy Club, 312 Main St. Laurel Md at 8:30pm. Cover is $20. 
"Date Wine," a film about a caravan that lures all of the men in an Egyptian village to leave home and 
search for wealth, is playing today at 8:30pm and tomorrow at 6:30pm, at the Cineplex Odeon Foundry, 1055 
Thomas Jefferson St. NW. Washington, DC. The almost-adolescent Ahmed stays behind, so he can make wine 
from the dates on the village's palm tree in the hope that the wine will cure his grandfather. Women begin 
to consider Ahmed the man of the village and when the others return, they realize their roles have changed. 
"Personals" stars Malik Yoba, of the former Fox television crime drama "New York Undercover, at 
the Cineplex Odeon Foundry, 1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW. This comedy is about a journalist who places an 
ad for the undercover piece, "30 Women in 30 Days." This screening is part of a nationwide film festival that 
focuses on African American and urban movies. Washington and eight other cities are participating. 
Showing through October 1. Tickets are $3. Call 202/333-8643 for showtimes. 
This screening is part of Arabian Sights 2000, a film festival that focuses on cinema of the Arab world. 
Tickets are $3.00. For information, call 202-333-8613. 
Roy Hargrove performs at Blues Alley, 1073 Wisconsin Ave. NW, at 8pm and 10pm. 
For information, call 202·337·4141. 
Monday, 2"d 
Saturday, 30th 
Come out to the National Press Club, 529 14th St. NW, for the National Press Club SK Run/Walk. 
The Rock, Stone Cold Steve Austin, the Undertaker and 32 more of the World Wrestling Federation's 
finest grunt and throw each other around for your pleasure at WWF Attitude at the 
MCI Center, 601 F St. NW at 7:45. Tickets are $18·$40. For information, call 202-628-3200. 
Tuesday, 3rd 
This SK Run/Walk is a flat, fast-paced course that begins at 14th and F streets, near the National Press Club. 
Awards are given to top finishers and all participants receive a commemorative long-sleeve T-shirt. Proceeds 
go to the National Pr~ss Club scholarship fund, which awards a four-year college scholarship to a minority 
student pursuing a career in broadcast or print journalism. The run starts at 8:30 am. 
For information, call 202·662-7468. 
. In "Cold Feet," a bride-to-be frets about her fiance's anxieties. This 1998 film is being screened at 
the Cmeplex Odeon Foundry , 1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW, as part of a festival spotlighting urban and 
African American films. Washington and eight other cities nationwide are participating. 
The daughter of the late blues guitarist Johnny Copeland, Shemekia Copeland sings the blues at the 
Birchmere, 3701 Mount Vernon Ave. Alexandria, at 7:30pm. Cover is $16.50. 
For information, call 703-549-7500. 
Tickets are $3.00. Call 202-333·8613 for showtimes. Wednesday, 4th 
"I Can Do Bad All By Myself," written and produced by Tyler Perry, is a comedy playing at the Warn· 
er Theatre, 1299 Pennsylvania Ave, NW. Perry plays the gun-toting, boulder-bosomed grandmother who pre· 
sides over a household in crisis. Showing today at 3 and 8pm. Runs through Oct. 1. 
"Closer," by Patrick Marber, is running at Source Theatre Company, 1835 14th St. NW. 
Tickets are $25, and $20 for students. Showtimes are Wed and Thurs. 7:30pm, Fri-Sat. 8pm, 
Sun. 2:30pm. Call 462-1073. Through Oct. 8. Tickets are $22.50-$34.50. For tickets and information, call 202-432-SEAT. 
Goddess and Roadkill is on display at the Studio Gallery, 2108 R St. NW (Dupont Circle area). 
This latest series of work by Jennie Sweo is a contemporary approach to visual storytelling, depicting 
Western mythological characters who embody human frailties and emotions. Runs through Oct. 1. For 
information, call 202-232-8734. The Studio Galllery is open Wednesday • Saturday at 11am -Spm and 
Sunday from 1 pm • 5pm. 
Dan ~Dwight Tolar), an obituary writer, falls in love with the free spirit Alice (Makela Spielman), 
but this doesn't stop him from coming on heavy to Anna (Lucy Newman-Williams), a photographer. 
When she resists him, he - in a highly improbable plot twist - uses a porn site to set her up with a 
dermatologist, Larry (Michael Tolaydo). Runs through October 8. 
For information, call 202-462-1073. 
Thursday, 5th 
Sunday, 1st 
The Lyricist Lounge is hosted by the Nation, 1015 Half St. SE, at 7pm., featuring Nos Def and Talib Kweli. 
The Lyricist Lounge had its humble beginnings in a studio apartment in New York City but over the course of 
nine years it has developed into a hip-hop institution, with a television show, an alb~m and a national tour. 
Experience true hip hop at Soul Camp featured at 14th Street's Club Diversite'. Listen to rare beats 
and rhymes with OJ' Taek One and Dirty Hands. Complete with drink specials and promotional giveaways. 
This and every Thursday. Don't worry admission is never over $10. 
We're rolling out to 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY's 
campus this fall and 
WEWANTTO MEETVOU. 
Check out our Politics of Hip-Hop Speak-out. 
Friday, October 6 - Politics of Hip-Hop, TBD, 
6:00-8:00 P.M. 
Join us for an outdoor campus 
fest on The Yard (outside 
Blackburn Center) Saturday, 
October 7, 11 :00 A.M.-3:00 P.M. 
Fitness workout with the City 
Gym Boys, cool-down massages, 
beauty tips, fashion workshop, 
career session and celebrity performances. 
Give back with "Change for Change"-donate your 
spare change to benefit a nonprofit organization and 
get a free ESSENCE gift bag (while supplies last). 
FOR MORE DETAILS LISTEN TO WKVS-93.9 FM 
Visit us at www.essence.com for 
additional information. 
Sponsored by: 
AYON 
Feria· 
. . . . . . :. . 
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Snap Shots 
Tm: H I Li.TOi', SFPTF.MUt:K 29, 2000 
An occasional plwto essay on life and leisure at 
Howard University. Photographed by Dana Bingham. 
The band performed at the first home footbal I game Saturday. 
The show, which featured songs from artists Mystikal, Lil' Kim, 
was both rousing and entertaining. Photos by Dana Bingham. 
RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION f _(NAtH _IN(i 
Why is TIAA-CREF the 
#1 choice nationwide? 
The TIAA-CREF 
Advantage. 
Ca//usfor 
. ;,free 
1nforrniftfo 
Plltk~ e 
Year in and year out, employees at education and 
research mstitubons have 1urned to TIAA-CREF 
And for good reasons: 
• Easy d1versif,cat1on among a range of expertly 
managed funds 
• A solid history of performance and exceptional 
personal service 
• A strong commi1ment to low expenses 
• Plus. a full range of flexible rettremenl income options 
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff 
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for-
and enioy-successful retirements. 
Choosing your retirement plan provider Is simple. 
Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."' 
THE TIAA-CREF 
ADVANTAGE 
Investment Expertise 
Low Expenses 
Customized 
Payment Options 
Expert Guidance 
1.800.842.2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
Fo, more co,npiete ,nformaoon on oor s«ur,ties produclS, please C<lil 1800 842.2733. ext 5509, to ,eq~t prospectuses Read them care 
befo,e yoo 111ml • TIAA-CREF lndl\'ldual and kl$11tutJOnal SeMces, In(. d1s1nbutes the CREf and TIM Re.ii £>tale variallle annuities. • Teach 
Ptr!Mal lrwesloo s«v,ces, klc. distnliules the Perwnal Annuities vanable aonu,ty component, mutual lunds and tubon ~.,,ng, agreement, 
TIM and TIAA-CREF 1.Jfe lnSurance Co. NEw YO<k, NY. issue ITTSU1ance and ;wnJltleS. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB p,o-.des trust seMC 
• Investment products are not FOIC Insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed C 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03 
NOW PLAYING IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE 
- . 
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Candidates vie to show TV viewers their humanity, youth-appeal 
By PATRICK BADGLEY 
Daily Texan (U. Texas-Aus1in) 
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, fuas- Hoping 10 capilalize on 1he coveled you1h vole, 
Democra1ic presiden1ial candida1e Al Gore will field questions from college 
s1udents 1\1esday nigh! on MTV's Choose or Lose special. 
Kim Ruby, a Gore/Lieberman 2000 spokeswoman. said thm even though the 
vice president does not know exactly what topics he will have to address. he 
looks forward to aurac1ing voters who may not be reached by conventional 
campaign methods. 
"MTV is a key component for attrJcting the types of vo1ers we·re 1rying to 
reach," Ruby said. "We're not sure wha1 kind of topics 1he audience will be 
interested in, but the improvement of education and health care will proba-
bly be important 10 people in this age group." The event. co-sponsored by Time 
magazine, will be held on 1he campus of the Universi1y of Michigan in Ann 
Arbor and will air Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
Mirroring Presidem Bill Climon's successful effort 10 appeal 10 young ,<o1-
ers by appearing on Choose or Lose during the 1992 elec1ion. Gore hopes to 
anracl vo1ers who are difficult to reach in conven1ional forums, said Roder-
ick Harl, University of 'Texas professor of communica1ion studies. Harl said 
Clinton's 1992 MTV appearance was very effec1ive because it genera1ed pos-
itive discussion aboul Clinton's rela1ionship wi1h young Americans. He 
added that an appearance could backfire if Gore can·1 deal with unexpec1ed 
criticism or questions. 
"Spontaneily and adaplabilily are premium in 1ha1 kind of format," Hart said. 
Allegations of Gore's lack of spomaneity have largely dissolved due to the 
less formal image he presented during the Democra1ic Na1ional Convenlion 
and on The Oprah Winfrey Show recently. Ha.rt said. 
MTV has also invi1ed Gov. George W. Bush 10 answer queslions in a town 
hall forum. 
Mindy Tucker, Bush spokeswoman. said Bush i~ still conterr,J.1la1ing 1he 
appearance, adding that the chance 10 allracl more voters 10 the election is 
important and will weigh in his decision. 
Hart said while Bush would probably 001 appreciale the irreverence of the 
special, he would probably handle it well. "He's not inclined to 1hat kind of 
forum, but he's a preuy wily, in1elligen1 guy, so he could probably react and 
handle that all righ1," Hart said. Van Toffler. president of MTV, said in a s1a1e-
men1 1hat he was pleased that Gore had chosen 10 participale in the 
special. 
"Giving a voice 10 young people in 1he poli1ical process, and access to the 
candida1es, is some1hing 1ha1 we are very passiona1e about and we hope our 
viewers will benefil from hearing aboul the issues that are most important 10 
them in 1his campaign," Toffler said. 
The Choose or Lose special is no1 1he only step MTV is taking 10 encour-
age growing numbers of young citizens to make their ,<oices heard in the 
November elec1ions. MTV's Web Sile. for example, coniains on line vo1er reg-
istralion and a survey asking panicipants which high school personali1y Gore 
mos1 reminds !hem of, such as a high school deba1e coach or a guidance coun-
selor. 
MTV officials hope their coverage of the eleclion will help remedy a 
"Giving a voice to young people in th .. ?Olitical 
process, and access to the candidates, is some-
thing that we are very passionate about and we 
hope our viewers will benefit from hearing 
about the issues that are most important to the,n 
in this campaign" 
downward slide in voting for people between 1he ages of 18 and 24. which 
in 1996 stood at 32 percenl. down from I 972's 50 percen1. 
The Na1ional Associalion of Secreiaries of Sime found in 1999 lhat 25 per-
cen1 of people be1ween 1he ages of 18 and 24 cited a lack of informa1ion as 
1heir most common reason for 001 voting. Bucking lhe trend 1oward presumed 
apa1hy, only IO percen1 said 1ha1 their reason for no1 \'Oling was a lack of inter-
es1 in politics. But a1 lea.~1 one Universi1y ofTuxas-Auslin student said he won't 
be basing his voling decisions on 1he show. 
Chad Kudelka. adver1ising senior, said 1ha1 while MTV may prcsen1 issues 
in a light 1ha1 is more appealing 10 18- to 24-year-old Americans. a candi-
da1e's appearance on the special would no1 sway his opinions. 
"I don'! 1hink of MTV as respectable when it comes 10 poli1ics," Kudelka 
said. 
New Black Panter Party on 
the Rise Again 
From PANTHER, Al 
par1y. 
"They can have endc,rsemenlS 
from God for all I care." said Elaine 
Brown, former Minis1er of lnforma-
1.ion and Chairman of 1he BPP. "Uulil 
1hey acmally do some1hing. a// 1hey 
are doing is 1alking.'' 
Concert Stirs Debate 
From CONCERT, Al 
The s1uden1s who are s1ill anxiously awai1-
ing the announcement of 1he hip-hop con-
cert's performers, might ha,·e to wail longer. 
"Righi now I am not al liber1y to release any 
information until all is confirmed." Claiborne 
said "Presen1ly we are slill nego1iming with our 
promo1ers. wi1h regards to securing an act for 
the concert." 
Would You Be Interested In 
running the Hilltop 
Editorial Board? 
The NBPP is nol necessarily a 
para-military organization. bm has a 
para-military componen1 because 
they wear Panlher uniforms and 
fatigue boo1s, Shabazz said. The 
NBPP trains for securily purposes 
and has enac1ed programs 10 moni-
;or local police carrying out their 
duties. 
Shabazz said the party siands for 
social change. A IO poin1 progrJ.m 
similar to the original Black Panther 
Par1y's IO poinl program is used by 
the NBPP. 
Even though lhe New Black Pan-
ther Par1y wears black uniforms and 
berels fashioned af1er 1hc uniforms 
worn by 1he original BPP. 1he two 
they are in no way affiliated. 
Shabazz said the NBPP ha.~ been 
embraced by Kathleen Cleaver, 
Geranimo Prall and Bobby Seale, 
who were all members of the origi-
nal parly. 
Bui some former Black Panthers 
disagree with 1he mission of 1he new 
Quo1ing Che Guevera, Brown 
said, "Words are beau1iful bu1 actions 
are supreme." 
·1'he difference is we didn'1 jus1 
'suppor1 a cause· and go ou1 and do 
soroe1hing once a year," Brown said. 
"We did breakfast programs and fed 
the community everyday." 
Brown said she wishes 1he NBPP 
would s1op using the Pan1her name. 
"]l's suspecl 10 me 1hey're using 
our name," Brown said. ·1'hey need 
10 iden1ify 1hemselves as who they 
are and wha1 their own agenda is." 
The NBPP has weekly mee1ings 
Thursdays al 7:00 p.m. al 1he Sanko-
fa book s1ore located on Georgia 
Ave. For more informa1ion on 1he 
NBPP call (202)227-1785. 
Shabazz said he soon hopes 10 
open an official NBPP headquar1ers 
in the Howard communi1y. 
The names of performers will be released 
wi1hin in the ne~1 couple of weeks. Claiborne 
said. 
The 
Hilltop .... Read 
About it 
Attn: HU Work Study Students! 
JUMPSTART 
Washington DC 
Jumpstart is hiring now! 
The j l.JM~5to. '{t advantage: 
♦ Make a difference in the life of a child 
♦ Earn Work-Study 
♦ Serve your community as an AmeriCorps 
member and receive an education award 
♦ Gain hands on experience in the field of 
education 
Jumpstart is a national non-profit o rganization whose 
mission is to engage young people in service to work 
toward the day when every child in America enters 
school prepared to succeed. 
For inlormalion or to set up an interview ca ll: 202-737-5867 
We also accept volunteers! We also accept volunteers! 
www .jstart.org 
Applications are available 
for Hilltop 
Editorial Editor and 
Perspectives Editor. 
Call 806-4748 for details. 
learn how to be a nurse, 
by being a(nUrSe], 
Here's your chance to do what other students only read 
about. To get one-on-one training and have a shot at a 
scholarship worth thousands. It's all part of the Army 
ROTC Nursing program. Talk to an Army ROTC advisor today. 
Because it's time you put your passion into practice. 
ARMY ROTC Unlike any other oollege oourse you can take, 
--
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Hill topics 
All HILLTOPICS STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF 
Top Prices Paid For Used and Unwanted 
are due, paid in full, Textbooks. 
Wanted outgoing. energetic indi\'iduols 
for fun product sampling club!store 
promotion~. ParMirnc and good pay. 
Sheray Production< 202-216-2191. the Tuesday before With Resale Value. 
Taj Book Service 
publication date. (202) 722-0701 or outside (202), Sl\ldcnts: l'hc Audubon Naturalist 
b 
1-800· 223-TAJO. Society needs volunteers to help teach 
Announcements Y 1---------------1 ecology classes or participate in a Read 
campus organizations SAVES SAVES SAVE Aloud program in DC public schools. 
4.9 cents Long Distance . 1 f interested, please call Barbara 
for meetings, semi- @ Six Second Billing at 301-652-9188 x 18. 
NO Rounding of Minutes 
narS Or nonprofit are For service contact K.ALANA CALE Ballroom Balloons h:i, part-time and 
charged as individu- (202) 483-5795 temporary positions available. Get paid 
als advertising for the 1-----'--'--------1 while you leam to decorate with bal-
lCON RECORDING STUDIO, THE loons. Good pay, flexible hours. 
purpose of announc- NAME SAYS IT ALL. 32 ca11 Stan (202) 737.3311. 
MACKIE, MOTU2408, TRITON. 
ing a service, buying 24TRACKAOATS.ALESISBEC,MAS· 
or selling are charged TERLINKCDR. CAKEWALK SOFT-
WARE, MPC2000XL. $5 for the first 20 LANDOVER 1-IILLS. MO. 
words and $1 for 301-306-6998. 20 MINS FROM 
We 3rc SA.."Cking \Hih;rs to submit arti• 
clcs relating to ,i..·omen ·s foshion. in 
addition 10, general topics about various 
womcn•s issues. If intcr~tcd. please 
contact Shawn Mason at 
every additional five 
words. Local compa-
nies are charged $10 
for first 20 words and 
$2 for every 5 words 
thereafter. Personal 
ads are $2 for the first 
l O words and $1 for 
every additional 5 
words. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
CAMPUS. 
FREE NOTARY SERVICES FOR 
HOWARD STUDENTS VOTING 
ABSENTEE 
TAJ BOOK SERVICE 
(202) 722-0701 
1-800-223-TAJ0/8250 
Calling ALL Entreprenucrs 
Take Advantage of the Deregulation Of 
the TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
INDUSTRY 
Start Controlling Your Own FUTURE 
& Earn a Residual Income 
Contact Kalana Cale 
@ (202) 483-5795 
HELP WANTED 
The l.•~les of Alnh• Ch"pter, Volunteer Tutors Needed 
Alpha Kapp-Alph~ Sorority, lnr, We need volunteer tutors in basic math 
and 1 he Mo.a Nohl• Lord• of and English to tutor elementary school 
Alpha PhL\l111ta Fraternity, Jqr., students. 
Jleta Chapter pre,ent,., Where: Anacostia Library ( 18th and 
Clark• ltlemen1ar) "•Juve11~jloq Good Hope Road, SE) 
Project When: Every Saturday from 10:30 am -
Satur~•)• 9/30100. Meet 9;30 am 12:30 pm. Stop by any Saturday and sign 
in front of 1he School of lluslne .. , up. 
1------------' (202) 832-9712 for details. 
Sponsored by The African-American 
Cultural Education Foundation. HSA Meeting Oct. 5@ 7:00 pm 
Blackbum Forum 
The Most Noble Lords of 
Fraternity, Inc .. Beta Chapter 
presents, "The Golden Black 
Dynasty" pany @ The Cage 
Nightclub 
14th & S St., NW 
Saturday. Sep1embcr 30th 
10:00pm-until 
Shuttle service from the Quad 
stJ>ning @ 10:00 pm 
Did God spend n little mon: time 
when he was molting you? 
Do you stop traffic? 
No one's perfect. but arc you a 
runner up? 
If you fit these criteria, we're look• 
ing for HU's finest Come to the 
School of Business Student CounciV 
Delta Sigma Pi Auction Interest 
Meeting. October I @ 7pm in t~ 
School of Business Student Lounge 
(nn. 579). Dms to lmpms!! 
SERVICES 
CAP CITY 
Negro League Collec1ion 
World's Freshest Baseball Caps 
(202)722.0701 or 
outside OC 1-800-223-8250 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Jamaica. Cancun, Florida, Barbados. 
Bahamas. Now Hiring Campus Reps. 
Eam 2 Free Trips. Free Meals ... Book by 
Nov. 2nd. Call for FREE info pack or visit 
us on-line sun.splnshtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
"Hats in the Belfry. Georgetown and Old 
Town Alexandria, needs smart. 
responsible sales associates for 
fun/challenging work. Advancement to 
assistant manage.r possible. Please call 
Yvonne at 202-342-2006 or Patricia at 
703-549-2546." 
DOT,COM company needs campus reps. 
For more infom,:uion. 
email us@ phithai r@aol.com. 
\Vanted Spring Breaktrs! Cancun. 
Bahamru., Jamaica, & Florida. Call Sun 
Coast Vacations for a free brochure and 
ask how you can organiLe a small group 
& Eac, Drink, Travel Frte & Earn 
Cash! Call 1-888-777-4~2 or email 
snle:s@ wnco11s1Yau1ions.c:om. 
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels. Reliable 
Air, Free Food. Drinks. and Panics! 
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahama:-., Mazallan. & 
Florida. Tra, el l'n,e and Enrn Cash! 
Do It on the Web! Go to 
StudcotCitr,com 
or call 800..293-1443. 
(202) 829-375 I 
or fax anicles to (202) 829-1609. 
PERSONALS 
Thanks to the writers and poets--
You breathe life into Eng.,ge! 
Keep it up! 
Gioger S. 
Chri, Ha" kins: 
You've done things you never thought 
you could do. 
We're more proud of you than we eyer 
thought we could be. 
Keep rising. We Love you. 
Your Family 
Happy Birthday Matt! 
Turning Gra))<!S Into 
Strawbcni., into Silver 
into Platinum 
Oa 'Shawn, Cajan- Rajan. Matt and 
everyone else that I forgot in the last 
shoul out-
charge it to my head and to my heart. 
Camille 
To the West Coast Basketballers: Keep 
ballin' and alwayz represent! 
ODD. you arc a friend and you mean 
the world to me. No one has ever or 
will ever hn, e what we had. Give l~ a 
chance. baby. - JKB 
To the player holding it down in Slo\\e 
Hall for da South. Thn1 Texas 1c;1.ser. 
Happy Birthday. 
To Beverly at Ward 8. 
Thank you so much for everything and 
for having such a big heart. 
Lauren 
Thank You Staff For All of Your Help! 
You guys are the bc,t... 
All together now: 
'"illanks!" 
Would you like to be tl1< Editorials 
Editor? Call 806-4748 
JJ.lff.g,{llJJiE 1 
ii
Sold ,n most Oryg 5tOtts or v,a our we-b Sa1f' 
www.A1rtiorneHca1th.com 
or call 1-800-590-9794 
·, 'Ila. ,rn. c-rn.u sutu.r c 1.Wta.-. • 
I 
.. 
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Debate Watch 2000 
The Dtpartment of Poluic3l Science invites YOU to panic,pate 111 this ycar'i 
election season by comjng out and watching the Presidenhal Debates 
between Al Gore (D) and George W. Dush (R) with fellow studcnlJO, 
QOIDntu1uty residents, and 111,11ed guests 
The Dcpll1n'ICnt v.1111bo beco1111uct1ns• ~901\11 SUl'\'cy or~1ewcr opi.ruom 1obc 
pubhshcd by the CommiWOll on Presi.&tmial Deblld 
DW2K session #1: 
Wednesday, October I Ith- 8 PM Blackburn 
Center Reading Room 
P'ffl:ld.-d by I~ diKDSJIOIIMS'kdb) ~/i1' / )tllfOa'(f/f~ .i<'A'-• ,rid /fl 'Si Qr..~ I 1/t't' 
&,i.,..1t1 8lld.:llllm Ccnla rooa 145-,tla 7 PM 
DW2K session #2: 
Monday, October 16th- 8 PM 
Blackburn Center Punchout 
Refreshmetlts will be served!!! 
If ~Oii lrin'C 1111\ ~IOMor•ouW bV io,.nka ~ a,nl.ld C'l,CIIIWOflMIIOf 0am.,n \\,'iM(n illlho 
Ocpuuncnlaf fQlltlcirl 5(:iQl,.,t.• fl(l(,.6fl'Oor • ~IU<l'aol.COIII 
Dcb11tc Watch 1000 hosted Md o,ganii..td by· 
LOtetltO Monis., Ph 0 
., .. ..... - -·- - -·-.. ···---~-----,-.-·4·- - .. 
P. 
1st 
50 ladies 
FREE 
@ 
18 to p• 
~I to drin 's! 
Greek& SS 8/4 11:30pm 
Ladies $5 b / 4 l.l.pm 
1$1 
irrto ® re [A] w EE 
'@~ •P:- 181114th st N.W btw S & T 
litililBfiiH£11111 
Pnw <lfl'icutl fTComR,C,OmUf9, 
fT{otel Jt¢-e,.. Jpeciat 
@ r!Tlw _.(l,.x,u<i,ou..s, 
RENAISSANCE 
999 9tl1 st. N.W. Washington,DC 
Oct 27th $109 Oct 28th 
Single G 'Da\Jble 'Roam 'Ra•e 
ask for the Howard U. alumni room block 
For reservations call ( 800) HOTELS-1 or 
Limited 
.. ~ 
(202) 898-9000 
Discount Rooms Available!!! 
--
... 
8 12 
All HILLTOPICS STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF 
Top Prices Paid For Used and Unwanrcd 
are due, paid in full, Tcx1books. 
the Tuesday before With Resole Value. 
Taj Book Service 
publication date. (202) 722-0701 or ourside (202), 
A b 1-800- 223-TAJO. nnouncements y 
campus organization~ SAVE s SAVE s SAVE 
4,9 cents Long Distnncc . 
for meetings, semi- @Six Second Billing 
NO Rounding of Minurcs 
Hill topics 
Wanted oulgoing., cncl'gctic individuals 
for fun producl sampling club/srorc 
promorions. Pan-rime and good p.1y. 
Shcray Produc1ion,; 202-216-2191. 
Srudents: TI1e Audubon Nmuralisl 
Society net.'cls volunteers 10 help reach 
ecology classes or participalc in a Read 
Aloud program in DC public schools. 
l f in1crcs1cd. please call Barb,ra 
al 301-652-9188 ., 18. 
T n E H ILLTOP, SrPTEMBER 29, 2000 
(' 
oars or nonprofit are For service conrac1 
KA LANA CA LE Ballroom Balloons hos par1-1ime and 
charged as individu- (202) 483-5795 remporary posirions ,vaitabtc. Ger paid 
als advertising for the 1---------------1 while you learn lo dccoro1e with bal-
lCON RECORDING STUDIO. TII E loons. Good pay. flexible hours. 
purpose Of anOOU0C- NMv1E SAYS IT ALL. 32 Call Sran (202) 737-3311. 
MACKIE, ~OTU2408, TRITON, 
ing a service, buying 24TRACK ADATS, ALESISl:lEC. MAS· 
or selling are charged TERLINKCDR. CA KEWALK SOFT-
WARE, MPC2000XL. $5 for the first 20 LANDOVER IIILLS. MD. 
words and $1 for Jo t-306-6998. 20 MINS FROM 
CAMPUS. 
every additional five 
words. Local compa-
nies are charged $10 
for first 20 words and 
$2 for every 5 words 
thereafter. Personal 
ads are $2 for the first 
10 words and $1 for 
every additional 5 
words. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
FREE NOTARY SERVICES FOR 
HOWARD STUDENTS VOTING 
ABSENTEE 
TAJ BOOK SERVICE 
(202) 722-0701 
1-800,223-TAJ0/8250 
Calling ALL Enrreprenucrs 
Take Advantage of the Dcregula1ion Of 
1he TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
INDUSTRY 
Srart Controlling Your Own FUTURE 
& Earn a Residual lncomr 
Con1ac1 Kalann Cole 
@ (202) 483-5795 
HELP WANTED 
The 1-•~ies of AIJ1h• Ch•pter, Volunteer Tutors Needed 
Alph• Kappa Alph~ Sororll)', 11,c, We need volunlccr 1u1ors in basic math 
and 1 he J11•11 Nohle Lord• of and English 10 tutor e lementary school 
Alpha l'hl Al11ha Fra1<rnll), lltt,, srudents, 
Bera Chaprer µreient., . Where: Anacos1ia Library ( l81h and 
Clar ke Fle111e11Jat') l\cJuve11,1lo11 Guod Hope Road. SE) 
Projecl When: Every Sarurday from 10:30 am -
Saturda), 9130100. Mee! 9;J0 •m 12:30 pm. Srop by any Sarurday and sign 
In front of lht School nf lluslness. up. 1------------ (202) 832-9712 for details. 
Sponsored by The African-American 
Cullural Education Foundation. 
HSA Meeting 
Ocr. 5 @ 7:00 pm 
Blackbum Forum 
The Mosl Noble Lords of 
Fra1emi1y. Inc .. Bera Chaprer 
presents, "The Golden Black 
Dynasty" party@ The Cage 
Nigbrclub 
141h & S Sr., NW 
Sarurday, Scprcmber 301h 
10:00pm-unril 
Shut1le service from the Quad 
srarting@ 10:00 pm 
Did God spend a lilllc more lime 
when he was making you? 
Do you slop traffic? 
No OtJC's pcrfce1. bur are you a 
runner up? 
If you fit these crilcria, we're look-
ing for HU's fines!. Come 10 rhe 
School of Business S1uden1 CounciV 
Delta Sigma Pi Auctioo lnlcrest 
Mce1ing. Oelobcr I @ 7pm in the 
School of Business Srudent Lounge 
(nn. 579). Oms to lmpm sl! 
SERVICES 
CAP CITY 
Negro League Collecrion 
World's Freshest Baseball Caps 
(202)722-0701 or 
ourside DC 1-800-223-8250 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida. Barbados, 
Bah:unas. Now Hiring Campus Reps. 
Earn 2 Froc Trips. Free Meals ... Book by 
Nov. 2nd. Call for FREE info pack or visir 
us on-line sunsplashtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
"Hals in rhe Belfry, Georgerown ond Old 
Town Alexandria, needs smart, 
responsible sales associates for 
fun/challenging work. Advancement to 
assisrant manager possible. Please call 
Yvonne at 202-342-2006 or Patricia al 
703-549-2546," 
DOT COM company needs campus reps. 
For more infonnation, 
tmnil us (i.r phHhair(a aol.rom. 
Wanted Spring Breaker>! Cancun. 
Bahamos. Ja,naico, & Florida. Call Sun 
Co:i.st Vacations for a free brochure and 
ask how you can organize a ~mall group 
& Eat, Orlnk, 1'mvel Fl"<'e & Earn 
Cash! Call 1-888--777-4642 or email 
sa1t:srawncoastvacnlloo, com, 
Spring Break! Deluxe H01els, Reliable 
Air, Free Food, Orii1ks, and Parties! 
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas. Mazatlan, & 
f lorid, . Travel Free and E:1rn C:ish! 
Do I I on lhe Web! Go 10 
StudentCil\',com 
or cnll 800-293-1443. 
Debate Watch 2000 
The Department of Political Science invites YOU to participate 111 this )'car's 
cloottoo ~n by comtng out and watching 1he Presidential Deba1es 
betwt:cn Al Gore (D) and George W. Dush (R) with feUo\\ s1udcn1J, 
oommunny residents, Md L0\1ted guests 
The Dtpvlmtnt v.ill aliO be ctmduccioa a n1laooo.l sun,ey of '<'i~wer opin,C,1\1 to be 
pubhsbcd by the Commissioct °" Pftsidc.nbal Debates 
DW2K session # 1: 
Wednesday, October I Ith- 8 PM Blackburn 
Center Reading Room 
Plo.'cd,iby,1p!\'dctDl,t~hosl(ld~A~j,,,/)r-«N1tt,lr~ Wldllt $,IQP'l'lll',Y.w)~ 
#14- m Bbd.bm1 Center rocm IU,50 • 1 PM 
DW2K session #2: 
Monday, October 16th- 8 PM 
Blackburn Center Punchout 
Refresh111e11ts will be served!!! 
II )0. b:.,-.i-, q,c'ibolM or~"'-' "'' ... 1111>:f pka,ci CloclwC1 ~(-~ u....,. Wlkn M1ht 
~l'l-of Pl:,llli<:IISdat,.:cafl()(,.6fl'OfKJl n.o-H\J;J,ld:COIII 
Dd:,a1~ Walth 2000 llustcd and 0'11,,&nilfd by 
l.ortlUO Morrii, Pb 0 
- •·· - ------,,---- -
We arc seeking \\ ritcrs to submit artl• 
des relating to women's fashion. in 
addition to, general 1opics about various 
women's is:,;uc..~. lf interested. please 
contnc1 Shawn Mason at 
(202) 829-3751 
or fax articles to (202) 829-1609. 
PERSONALS 
Thanks to the writers and poets--
You breathe life in10 Engage• 
Keep i1 up! 
Ginger S. 
Chris Hawkins: 
You've done things you never though I 
you could do. 
We're more proud of you 1han we c,cr 
1hough1 we could be. 
Keep rising. We Love you. 
Your Family 
Happy Birthd:ty Man! 
Tun,ing Grapes lnro 
Strawbcnic-11 into Silver 
into Platimun 
Oa'Shawn, Cajan- Rajan, Man and 
everyone else rhat I forgo! in 1he lasr 
shout out-
chnrge it to my head and to my heart. 
Camille 
To the \\'est Coast Bnskerl)allers: Keep 
ball in· and alwayz rcpre>cnt! 
DOD, you are • friend and you mean 
the world to me. No one has ever or 
wiH ever have \,lu'll we had. Give us a 
chance. baby. JKB 
To lhc player holding it down in Slo"c 
Hall for da Sourh. That Tcxa, tea,,•r. 
Happy Birthday, 
To Beverly al Ward 8. 
Thank you so much for e,erything and 
for having such a big heart. 
Lauren 
Thank You Staff For All of Your Help! 
You guy,, are thc be~t ... 
All together now: 
"Thanks!" 
Would )'OU like to be 1he E.dilorial, 
E.d11or? Call 806-4748 
FINGERCUFFS 
I : I I 
WIN THE SCHOOL BUS 
.... , - ___ ,,_ 
s 
-
1 
JJ.!!l!l!!l!:.!1E I 
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~OOLDEN BLACK DYNASTY 
' -~ No athletic weor -~ 
No sneokers 
No Hats 1st 
50 ladies 1$1 
FREE 18to P• :ti to d,ink 
@ Grcoks $S B/4 11:30ptn Ludlo3 $ 5 b / 4 11pm 
@$5 
1r [ta ~ ~ ER] (Gj ~ 
.ioors open 
@ 1"' 181114th et N.W btw S & T 
• ~ ~! ~ - , ,,,, 
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RENAISSANCE 
999 9th st. N.W. Washington,DC 
Oct 27 th $109 Oct 28th 
5i"gle b Do')ble 'Room 'Role 
ask for the Howard U. alumni room block 
For reservations call ( 800) HOTELS-1 or 
(202) 898-9000 
Limited Discount Rooms Available!!! 
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